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MASSACRE
HIS BEGUN

A

I

+++++ +

++ +++

+ SURPRISES EXPECTED
IN SAGE WILL

VOL 28, NO. 71

+ S. + S. O. S. S. S. S. + + S. S. S. +
Young Mix Passed Away
+
OLLIE JAMES WILL
•
-S
At Hospital Last Night
SOON RETURN. +

+ + + + + + ++++++ +++ +

S.

+

+ S. +

++

S. S. +

VICTIM OF SHOOTING BREATHED HIS LAST AT g O'CLOCK,
Louisville. Jidv 24..—A lstter ‘11.:$
New York, July 24.--When the will
AND BEFORE DISSOLUTION MkIDE A DYING STATEMENT .4,4..c....0 ...., . .......... ,... ... .. ' ..
ODESSA IN STATE OF PANIC, Of Os 1-°- Pes--11 Sn-- j.fisS
THRN .WALLACE CLAIMS
is expected that the public will meet
CLAIMING SHOOTING WAS UN*OVOKED, AND THAT HE of Congressman 011ie James, in LouCOSSACKS AND ROWDIES
w-th many surprises and that ,a large
GRIEF ASSAULTED HIM
isville, today, stating that he will land
DID NOT HAVE TROUBLE WITH' M'CORD SECOND TIME. in New York August 8, and will take
ARE PLUNDERING.
part of the Stossoco,000 of the dead
THAT WAY.
be left to his
financier's fortune
the first train for tKientucky. Mr.
w fe to be applied under direction to
James prefers to make any announcesome great wonld they had planned.
Last evening at g o'clock John Mix with McCord in Graham's back yard, ment relat've to the race for governor
Just the nature of this surprise no succumbed to the injuries inflicted at Anderson asserted, but that as he from Kentucky, rather than from
one seems to know, but it is farly the night before in the rear of Gra- turned facing the other two, Ander- London or New York. While Mr.
predicted by those the closest to Mr. ham's saloon on Ninth and Kentucky son shot him.
James gave no intimation of his inMay Prepare for Military Dictator- Sage that he and Mrs. Sage 'Rad thor- avenue, where he was shot by Cicero
tentions, it is known that he is se- Requisition Papers C6mpleted YesProvocation.
Claims Was No
oughly worked out a plan for some Anderson. The injured man breathed
riously considering making the race,
ship to Create Advisory
He told the attorney that the only
terday for D. N. Blacluiell, Aleducational or benevolent institution his last at the Riverside hospital,
and
that he had several conversaAnwith
had
Comnsittee.
he
words
trouble
or
death.
his
after
her
by
started
be
to
tions with Mr. Bryan on the subject.
leged Green Goods Man.
where he had been since shortly after
Henry 'Clews, one of the oldest the shooting. An hour before he derson and McCord was at the Eg- Mr. James is close to Mr. Bryan
bankers in the financial distr•et and a died he made a "dying statement" re- gleston house, and to the last clung titan any man in Kentucky.
PREMIER STOLYPIN FAVORS IT close friend of Mr. Sage, said today: garding the shootiog to County At- to the original statement that the
The friends of Mr. James here beGIRL
MISSING,
IS
"I 'believe that while Mir. Sage, ever torney Alben Barkley, who now has shooting was without cause. Mix lieve that his decision will largely de- YOUNG
gun,
a
had
Anderson
not
did
know
during old age, still enjoyed accum- it in his possession for use during
pend upon the action of the DemoLondon, July 34.—A ctispatcb to ulating money, he had a dstinct idea the trial of Anderson, who is charg- while he had no firearm himself.
cratic
sta'e eexcutive committee,
in
made
Joe Grief was arrested last evebe
'fhe dying statement was
the Reuter Tek-gram company from In mind of some great work to
is
which
due to meet in Louisville ning by
ed
with
since
murder
death.
the
Mix
forOfficer W511am Rogers on
attorney,
county
his
the
of
"Antipresence
of
the
part
a
with
accomplished
m.,says:
Odessa timed 3:50 p.
August 6, two days before Mr. James
clung to his original statement that
Jewish outbreaks have cotnsnenced tune after death, and that Mrs Sage the killing was without provocation. Dr. Frank Boyd and two of the hose lands in New York. One of the most the dharge of -assaulting Ethren Wallace, the son of Watchman Wallace,
pital nurses, and only a few moments
here. A ounber of persons have al- prompted and urged such work, anul
important matters to come up at that of the
cordage factory. Grief gave
is now prepared and educated to ac- Did Not Believe He Would Die. after the attorney withdrew from the time is
ready been killed or wounded.
the election of a member of
flundhis appearance before the
for
bond
his
breathed
it."
man
complish
young
the
are
room
"Cossacks and rowdies
the committee from the state at large, police court this morning.
Ever since the shooting the docNot Tied Up in a Trust.
last. It took a long while for him and
ering the deserted Jewish houses and
W. B. Haldeman is an active
Grief and Wallace both work) at
The fortune of Mt. aSge will not tcrs told the young man he could to tell how it happened, as his weakshops. On Srednia a street three
candidate
for the place. Realizing te cordage factory and 'yesterday got
but
not
of
injury,
the
being
survive
thought
ened condition rendered. it possible tfle
Jews were killed and three were be tied up in a trust. It is
unpopularity of Mr. Haldeman
a determined nature the nervy lad
wounded in attempting to defend their that. Mrs. Sage w 11, on her death, did, not think so, believing he would for him to speak only a few words with the Bryan Democrats of the into an argument about something.
greater
While Wallace was working he claims
betwevi gasps.
property while the police looked on. have the disposition of the
state, Mr. James threw the whole that Grief knocked him in the head
be able to get up again. Yesterday
After breathing his last, the re- vote sof
Another bloody conflict is now re- part of the millions.
Western Kentucky against with a piece of iron and otherwise asIt is understood that Mr. Sage at noon the lawyers went to the hos- tuains were prepared by the underported to be in progress in Sepcora
Mr .Haldeman in the latter's race for saulted Sim.
but
statement,
dying
his
get
to
pital
for
wife
his
of
sympathy
the
,realized
'
•
taker, and will be moved to the home national committeeman in St.
street.
Louis
of panic. charity of the best kind, and left it he refused to believe death was near, of the deceased at got South Fourth
The whole city is in
two years ago. Mr. James is believas
taken,
not
was
statement
the
so
his
of
On
port
what
divert
.Doctor's House Robbed.
to
bee
fleeing%
to
Tomorrow at that ed to be
street today.
Many of the inhabitants are
as firmly opposed to Mr.
charita- a document of this character is not
to
fit
see
should
she
ng.
fortune
distribut
are
litentlredS
be
will
services
funeral
place the
The Black
Dr 'I- G. Graham, of 62o South
Haldeman for any place on the comadmitted as evidence in a trial unconducted, but as /et the exact hour mittee now as he
blood-thirsty proclamations In the ble uses.
Sixth street, notified the police deserwas
then.
acknowledges
funeral
less
the
man
tomorrow
wounded
o'clock
A
streets.
for the ceremonies has not been set.
Mr. Haldeman's race for this place pat:sapient yesterday that the afternoon
vices will be held in the First Pr - that he realizes that death is near,
is
now the cost important thing 'before while 'he and family were
Roctkaway,
truthful
which is an incentive to a
Was Well Connected.
b yt e sian rhombi, POT
away, some thief effected an entrance
disturb14—Serious
Odele-a. July
John Mix was twentsosix years of prior to the loccision of Mr. James into the residence and stole a suit
Rev. Mk. Leetch officiating, and the statement.
ances took place in the remote quart- body will later be taken to Troy for
abont
entering
for
race
the
his
governor.
,The young man continued sinking age and born in this city, where
of clothing, pa r of shoes, gold -headed
The
ers of Odessa late last night.
There is no change in Louisville
interment in the Oakland cemetery. slowly, and last evening realized he home was made all his life. He is
umbrella and nevem/ other things.
of
are:
Jews couiebt refuge re the center
politics
pall-bearers
today, and all factions seem
The honorary
did not have long to live. About 8 the son of Mr. Harry Mix, the well
Odessa
loss was not discovered until the
The
left
them
of
Many
the city.
o'clock County Attorney Barkley known river engineer, and besi-i.es to be playing a waiting game.
return of th famly who found
altogether
Three.)
Page
on
(Continued
went back to Mix's bedside and ask- Ins parents is survived by two sisthings turned topsy-turvy.
ed him if he was convinced he was ters and .twom brothers, Miss Emma
Dictatorship.
going to die. On the young man Mix, the Popular stenographer for
Burglar Scared Away.
replying that he was ,the county at- the Commercial Club, Miss Mary
way
—The
2.4.
July
St. Petersburg,
Harvy of South Third street
'Mrse.
torney then had him make his state- Mix of California, Mr. John Mix,
hos been prepared for a military diethe pot cc yesterday that
notified
ment.
the river engineer of Evansville, and
tutorship by a proposition now under
thieves tried to enter her ,home the
Central
Illinois
the
Statement.
an
Makes
Mix,
William
create
Mr.
consideration at Peterhof to
night before, but were scared aw•ay
ma,chinist of this city. The family
adv-sory council to assist the emperYoung Mix was by that time rapgaining the inside.
before
and
known
best
Tcepoff
city's
is sine of the
or. Premier Stolypin, Gets
could
he
weak
so
idly
being
sinking,
FRANK BOONE'S SLUMincISt estimable, and has the sympaand others are today confuting with
Papers Fixed Up.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK AC- talk only a few moments and then thy of tite entire community over the MR
BERS
ROUGHLY DISTURBthe emperor on tin* subject.
have to- rest for awhile before he
Yesterday) County Attorney Albeit
unfortunate affair. The deceased was
On the surface the scheme is to QUIRED THIRD AND BROADcould resume speaking. He said he
ED OUT WEST.
Barkley returned from Mayfield and
a most congenial and affable young
form eoch a council out of the memand McCord had had some trouble at
BUILDINGS.
WAY
and
finnlied drawing op the requisition)
bers of the council of the empire
man with many friends, but unforSue Eggleston's resort but it amount- tunately, like all others, had some
conservatives and liberals like M.
papers for D. N. Blacktrell of Scotts!
ed to nothing, and they separated.
Train Struck "Split" Frog and de- Hill, Tenn., so the latter can be
Shipriff and M. Guchkoff, and also
fin ngs.
brought here for trial of the charge
possibly. several constitutional dkm- Financiers Will Now Decide Whether Mix and several others proceeded up MoCord Confirms Anderson's Story.
railed Two Sleepers That Pitched
to Blacknall's saloon on the south°crane leaders with the purpose of
of
after
being an accomplice to the swindler
shortly
ulorning
Yelaerday
to Erect Handsome Structure or
Down Embankment.
east corner of Ninth and Kentucky
reassuring the population of the sinwherein the Robinson brothers of
arrested
Brennan
Officer
daylight
Remodel Old Ones. ,
avenue. Mix claimed that Anderson
cerity of the government's future inWan, Tenn., were skinned out of
Farley McCord as the lad was going
and Farley McCord followed them to
tentions.
$470 on the "green goods" deal. The
George .street jo his home
down
that place. Mix and hip crOwd then
Mr. Frank Boone, the insurance papers were, pent- to Governor Becics,
Premier Favors It.
near the South Side fire department.
N'esterdny there was consummated left and went over to Charles Gra- lifcCord stated he had slept in the my), retusned1 last evening from ham who cerrifieta to them, and they,
believes
Mr. Stolypin evidently
a deal %whereby the First National ham's saloon on the opposite cor- lumber yard of Riglesberger's mill Denver, and other wesrten points are then sent to the Tennessee govsincerely that the plan is achievable.
ernor who will honor them, and by
bards of this city purchased the 'build- ner. Mix stated that they had been all night after the shooting, being
Guelsoff
which he las beers touring for the this permit Blackne/1 to be brought
but there is little hope that
when
momeats
few
a
only
there
in
or Sllird will in any way make them- ing it occupies at Third anyli Broadway he stepped out into the back yard. afraid to go home for fear the officers past few weeks.
frenn that state to Kentucky for trial.
selves responsible for the energetic and also the structure adjoining, the He did not remember having seen would oome and arrest him. Hp
others
The papers were made out partially
and
Boone
away
While
Mks
confirmed Anderson's statement that
measures of repression which the em- latter until the paw year or two -hav- Anderson,
others of
Monday, and then held op until reand
the
McCosj
narrow
a
quite
is
had
train
it
has
upon
and
badly,
entails
McCord
Mix was whipping
peror's coup letat
period
a
for
ing
occupied
long
of the county• attorney, who
turn
been
saloon,
Graham
the
enter
crowd,
that
when Anderson interceded and shot escape from injury during a wreck
certain that none of the constitutionfinished them,.
he
whether
know
not
did
therefore
nailClark
Williams
Cora
Mrs.
the
by
of
charge
exthe
hurt,
brave
were
none
wil
but fortunately
al democrats
Mix.
open treason in giving co-operation lnery establishment that moved to (Mix) went out into the rear yard
cept one lady whose finger was
Escaped Prisoner Captured.
Warrant Changed to Murder.
broke
to any government measure after the Ogalvie's. The bank bought the two oefore or after Anderson and McCord
Owen
seca
V.
there
out
William
taken
were
out
warrants
buildings
Dr.
staying
from
After
did.
themYesterday
Kut•step to which they committed
Marshal Wiliam MeCallom
It was a Mlissasuri Pacific train of
the denteit of this city, and Mr. Philip ond or two, Mix said he turned to against Anderson and McCord chargselves at Viborg.
fourteen coaches and sleepers, and tawa, camse here yesterday morning
albe plan, therefore, Which is fore- Johnstan of Lake Eagle, Fla., they go back into the saloon, and noticed ing them with malicious shooting, was about iço miles beyond Kansas and finding Rube Daniels, colored,
The Anderson and McCord standing some hut this morning they will be quashdoomed to failure, seems to be a de- owning the property jointly.
City, going west. In the dead hour -carrled the latter back to Kuttawn
lberate plot of the court camarilla price paid for the property was feet away. The dying man claimed ed, now 'that Mix is dead, and one of night the train ran into a "split" from whence he escaped the chainthat at this point, Anderson pulled charging Anderson with murder sub- frog and two of the sleepers dera lcd gang recently while serving out a
•to 'mance the emperor, who shows $34.000.
President Robert 'L. Reeves of the his gun and fired the fatal shot that stituted. It is probable that the one one of
weaknees and vacillation in the presthem being that in which the fine. Daniels was found working with
ent crisis, to entrust the direction of bank yesteniktY1 safari they had just struck Mix in the stomach. Mix, in against McCord will charge him with Paducahan lay snoozing. The coaches the crew repairing tbe car line going
closed the deal, therefore we-re not answer to the county attorney, said
affairs to an advisory counicl.
pitched over the side of the embank- to the Union dlepor.
in a position to say exactly what he did not have any words or blows
(Continued on Page Four.)
ment alongside the track' and turned
would be their steps towards tear ng
Looking for Daughter.
half over.
down the old structetres and constructturning over threw Mr. Boone
The
Mrs.
Fraley{ of North Foinoth
Hettie
ing the sew building that will be
and the balance out of their berths street has the officers searching ior
modern in every particular and many
into a heap on the side of the car. Ttwy, her t6-year-old girl who ran
stories high when it is but. Now
In the darkness great excitment pre, away from home and cannot be found.
that the many detaik attendant upon
vailed for a few moments, but when The mother took out warrant for
INTENDS the wile have been
PURYEAR
JUDGE
closed, the hank
saw none were k Iled or seriously the child so the authorities would
officials will immediately take up the
BREAKING UP THE DISinjured they quieted. down and crawled have power to arrest her. She is
WILLIAM
AND
WOOD
queston as to what they will do. JUDGE LIGHTFOOT CHARGES JOSEPH
out of the car. The wreck caused a charged with being disobeettent.
ORDERLY PRACTICES
If they do not pot up their new
GREEK WITH SELLING INTOXICANTS WITHOUT LICENSE, delay of about ten hours to the serTlke mother claims, a steamboat
building now, they wil re•model these,
man made love to the girl, promised
AND ALSO WITH SELLING LIQUORS TO BOYS WHO HAVE vice.
tear out the .division wall. anit have
to marry her and then go 'to some
As the cases gradually come be- the Lanai upon the first floor of the
NOT ATTAINED MAJORITY.
d• + city. Sunday night the girl slipped
lore' him it is plainly evident that double building.
+ + +++ ++
S- .her clothing out of the house and
Judge Edward Puryear of the police
The batik is the lendnre one of this 1111,- • •
I
not Owe been seen by the moth+!•has
CLERK
court intends breaking up the practice city, and one of the strongest in the
POSTAL
OLDEST
•
HenSights,
Henry
Reber,
Charles
A. wholesale movement has been
er.
The latter thinks that someone is
entire
years
some
for
existed
country.
has
being
that
capitalized at started by Judge Lightfoot of the • ry Henderson, Buck Whitehurst, Jr., •
IN COUNTRY DEAD.
kaTillig her in hiding for the steamamong rowdies to create disorder at $too.000, with over Ittassino our-plus county court, towards prosecuting 'Aaron Wimburley, F. Watkins and
- boat man until they can slip out of
For every , the proprietors of the refreshment Polk Graves.
++++ + + +++++ +++
the Union depot. A good instance and undivided profits.
town.
indicating the judge-s intentions was year -except one, since the bank start- I stands just outside the main entrance
proIn the warrants accusing the
forty
ed
years
ago,
per
14
divicent
the case where he gave Alfred Hale
Louisville, Ky., July 24.—John Ded
Ito Wallace park. In taking this step prietors with selling without license
Drunkenness Changed.
thirty days in jail and a $ys fine for dends have been &e'er& annually. ;the judge has issued fifteen warrants the names of the following are those rick Strassburg, the oldest postoffice
_
playing bully with his pistol about
Emile Fillies arrested yesterday by
!against William Greek, Joseph Wood,'claimed to have bought liquor there: employe in point of service as well as
NO HEIR FOR THE
!
the depot.
land Mrs. William Greek, all of which Buck Whitehurst, Jr., Henry Hender- in years, in the United States, and Officers Hessian and Rogers. on the
DUTCH THRONE.
I
At all hours of the day and night
Reber, said to be the oldest postoffice at- charge of drunkenness.
Wil- have been served and will be taked son, Charles Reber, Lawrence
Thie 'Hague, Jul
.
there are many women and children
and tache in the world, died yesterday of
Wimburly
Aaron
Graves,
this
to
up
at
morning
o'clock
Polk
the
in
A NOVELTY FOR MEMPHIS
at the depot, unattended by any male h.elmina was tailden ill last night night. court.
senility at his home, goo Washington
F.
Watkins.
escort.
Quite often pandemonium A premature delivery followed, oust- -Half of the warrants charge that
listreet.
the
that
charge
warrants
The
ing gloom throughout 'Holland. It
Moister, May Open Polls and Serve
reigna when fights occur.
was announced today that the ex- these proprietors have sold intoxi- quids sold there as non-intoxicants , He was eighty-eight years old last
as Election Officers.
Judge Pliryear believes that around
sercontinuous
in
been
had
and
June
will
make
that
nature
cating
minors,
a
of
fact
in
art
while the
l'iquors to
pectation of an heir to the throne
a depot is the last place anyone at this time
vice as clerk in the Louisville postother half accuse them of selling 11- one drunk.
Memphis, Tenn., July 24.---The
will not be realized.
should be permitted to create disThe warrants taken out against office for the last sixty-three years. cotmty registration board plans to
quor without a license.
order or trouble, and he has comIn the warrants charging sale to Greek, his wife and Hal Fletcher, by He was appointed March td ,1845, have ministers open polls here with
--G. 0. Mick. white, was arrested
menced fining the bullies in order last night on
Court street and locked minors, the following boys gre nam- Justice Charles Emery, come up to- , during the administration of Presi- prayer and serve as election officers,
to break up their exceedingly obnox- iss on the %barge of being drunk and ed as having bought the liquor, and morrow Wining in this magistrate's dent Tyler. Since then he had served and will use every effort to purify,
icitt practice.
under fifteen presidents.
1 are under age:
disorderly.
the local elections.
Lawrence Reber, court.
•
Sas

MANY JEWS ARE SLAUGHTERED

4

BURGLARS ROBBED BR. GRAHAM

PACIFIC CAR
OVERTURNED

BANK PURCNASES
FINE PROPERTY

4

MUST BE ORDERLY
AROUND THE DEPOT

Fifteen Warrants Taken Out
Against Refreshment Stand Men

aei

a

HIT IN HEAD
WITH IRON

I

l

I

I

e)

•
sob*

-

•.41

EXECUTES BOND TSTEAMBOAT
PILOT FINED
FOR $25,000
1

MR. L. P. HEAD NOW EXECUT- C. J. DAVIS SOAKED $50 FOR
DRUNKENNESS AND INING HTS BOND FOR NEW
DECENT EXPOSURE.
OFFICE.

TIMM SP[CIALS BALDWIN PIANO
FOR THIS MK
Scientifically Constructed and
11....of the Highest Excellence....

Goes to Eddyville the First of Next W. Morgan Fined $5o and Coats, but
Relieved of Paying ,on Leaving
Month to Assume the Position
Citl, Never to Return.
of Prison Clerk.

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
:is i "Leader" for the dealer.

•••=

C. J. Davis, the steamboat pilot,
5o Pieces of Lawn and Batiste, a
was
fined $50 and costs
yesterday
blank
the
from the bonding company
regular toe value, per yard.
he is to fill out for the bond that he morning by Judge Edward Puryear
will execute for the faithful perform- in the police court, on the charge of
26 Pieces Striped Zephyr Ginghams,
ance of his duties as clerk of the being drunk and disorderly, and ina 15c value, per yard,
decent
exposure.
He
was
in
an
alley
branch penitentiary at EddyvIle. Ths.
bond is for $25,000 and is the usual fax rig a window of an office in, which
20 Pieces of fine Orgendiep, regular
formality gon; through with in se- ladies' are employed.
There
was
tiled
away
the
warrant
25C
and 35c values, per yd,
the
state.
curing
The position of clerk at the prison charging Terry Malone with being
cruel to the horse of Mr. Pat Lally.
is a very important one, as the clerk
io Pieces White Mull 30 inches
The later got out the warrant.
has to keep account of everything
wide,
a 20C value, per yard,
Until today was continued* the
coming into and going out of the
breach
of
the
peace
warrant
against
penitentiary, which totals up into the
io Dozen Gent's Fancy .Summer
hundreds of thousands of dollars each Nellie Reed, also that against Jim
Shirts, a 5oc value, each
Mason,
Sam
Logan
and
John
Ausen
year. The clerk has charge of the
baugh.
books and sees that everything is
The disorderly conduct case against
Ladies 'Cloth Skirts, value $4 and
properly accounted for.
NILry
Rose was continued until to$5, each,
Mr. Head received the appointment
day.
as clerk last week and goes up to EdThe court left open the warrants
dyville the first of next month to
Ladies' Cloth Skirts, value $10,
charging
Dick Hill, Gus Williams and
assume the duties of his new posieach,
tion. After getting settled he will Fete Caldwell with breach of ordimove his family there to take up nance.
Fines of $25 were assessed against
their residence during his term of ofeach
Charles McGill and Allie Morton*
fice, which continues for four years.
ior engaging in a fight.
Until tuday was left open the case
.1charging Jim Robinson with being a
loafer.
+ RUSSELL SAGE'S ADRESOU RCES:
Cutler Fondeatt was given a con*It
VICE TO YOUNG MEN
Lona
and
discounts.
.
$199.532.64
tinuance until today of the drunk Ind
bonds,
Stoats
and
2,800.civ
.1• le 4. 4- 4- 4. 4- 4. 4. disorderly charge against him.
• -:Furniture and fixtures, .,
24010.00
4leee .1.e•
Until tomorrow the court postCash and exchange, . .
31.063.71
poned the case charging Seldom Mat"Econmy is the first element of lock with maliciors assault,
• .1
ja.4../At
$255.336.35
success. No young man needs three
Wm. Morgag was fined $5o and
LIABIL /71E3:
or four suits of clothes. Two are costs for shooting at J. H. Alsup,
erough. The only thought a young but the court set aside the fine with
Captital stock.
301 x0.4.a
man needs to spend on his wardrobe the understanding that Morgan leave
Undivided profia, ......
......— .............. 3,724.26
is to look for bargains and get all the city and never return. Both are
Deposits, .....
..................... 201,662.09
his clothes—hats, suits, underwear, fishermen and during a quarrel MorTTI
snoes ,etc..—at the lowest price.
gan shot at Alsup.
,
$255366-35
"Every young man should watch
There was submitted upon the adthe clothing market as closely as a mitted facts the warrant charging
A dividend of 25.$ p er cent. was declared out of the net
successful Wall street broker watches the Illinois Central railroad with
earnings of the past it. months and credited to the stockholdthe stock market.
blocking the Eleventh and Broadwayi
ers entitled to same, naT able on demand.
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
"When in need of anything to wear crossing by leaving a string of cars
J. T. I AURIE,Cashier.
our young men should not only look standing across the thoroughfare
cut for bargains advertised by the big
Agents for Butte rick Patterns
department stores, but should watch
111.111111111.111111111111MEM
Subscribe for the DELINEATOR, Three mouths for twenty-five mita.
the second-hand stores and auction
Stores as well.
11111•111111111111111111111111•11111111111111116..-..-._
"For the summer it seems to me
that a serge suit and a linen suit ate
suit of the state against the StandHEIR TO MILLIONS
enough and a: young man should be
GIVES HIS SALOON AWAY. ard Oil company and Rockefeller

Mr. L. P. Head yesterday received

6c

D. ti. BALDWIN & CO.

6c

W. T! MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH,IM

15c

10c

39c

'Condensed Statement of the

Mechanics' and Farmers'
Savings Bank

$2.50

$7.50

Paducah, Kentncly,
At the close of business, June 30, 1906.

See

Window Displays

L. B. Ogilvie

Co.

CAIRO IS TO HAVE
NEW RAILROAD

careful and make them last at least too
seasons. Seven dollars is plenty to
pay for the serge, and you can get a
fine, cool linen suit for $3.50 or $4t•

CONTRACTORS

Preparations to begin work on th:
Cairo & Thebes railroad are already

under way. The Carroll Contracting
oumpany will ship their <mak to
Cairo on the boat leaving Si Louis
Tuesday, and Wednesday Mr. Hoochance for boys to get rich now as lan,

there was fifteen or even twenty-five
years ago. At any rate, there is al• ways room for bright young men .
"I do not think there is any one
special avenue which offers better
chances than others. It depends

-•••••••••••=••••••••••rm.•

representing he company will arrive in the cfty to make arrangements
to start the work, says the Cairo Citi-

ezn.
The next step on the part id the
officers of the Cairo & Thebes will he
to let the contract for their depots
largely upon the man.
on Washington avenue. These must
in
comes
education
"A college
be put in this summer in order to
handy in a way. It adds to the young

would be taken up in September,
when the oil king would spepar in
person. The suit is for alleged violation of the Valentine anti-trust
Rockefelkr's pearition is the
Bristol, Tem., July 2.4.—Jerry Mil- same now as if he had been arrested
ler, a Bristol saloonkeeper, received and given bond for his appearance
news from Lamer. Wyo.. that by the when the tale comes up.
death of his uncle, J. H. Miller, at
Lander, he had fallen heir to mining
property valued at $2,000o00. Jerry
Miller has been an invalid for several years. He was so elated over
the news that he made his barteader
0. W. Tenor, a present of the A2 •
loon business, and left tonight for
Wyoming to claim his fortune. He
declases he will never sell another
drop of liquor.

•,

YOUR CORRESPONUNCE
BY USING THE

Have
Moved
to

DID NOT KISS HIS WIFE

keep ahead of the filling and to be
riancs fund of general knowledge.
1 S JUDGE
completed
before the - sipe wat:r
=
illr
BY
Most young men could spend four
ccontes
next
spring.
years to better advantage, though.
Nothing definite has been decided Divorce Cace, in Which Negro Maid
"The sudden getting of wealth is

upon with reference to titre location of
apt to unbalance the average intellect. the line
between Beech Ridge and
I say this after more than fifty years'
'Santa
Fe.
There is so much work to
experience and observation in busi- he
done at this end of the line that
gets
man
who
Unless
the
ness life.
that section can well be allowed to
nexpected riches has bsiness capacity drag.
control
to
power
and sufficient will
himself, he is in danger. He should
be able to overcome the nervous BAND
CONCERT
TONIGH
strain or his judgment is apt to be
-1g:settled.
Paducah Military Band—Bert King
"There is no such thing as a 'money
Director.
cu
- nue--the Might of ilgotten wealth

••

GET IHROUfiti

WILL BEGIN
WORK ON THE CAIRO &
Tennessee Men Declares That He
Will Never Sell Another Drop of
THEBES LINE.
Liquor.

"Too much is given for straw hats.

Fifty cents enough. The straw hat
should last two seasons.
"Reasonable economy is what I
preach, for our society is being ruined
by unreasonable extravagances.
"I think that there is as great a

•11,

Figured .1s Dismissed.

311

St. Louis, Mo., July 24.—In the
circuit court today Judge Ryan denied a divorce to Mrs. Orville Davis
Jones, wife Of Judge Jones, of Edina,
Mo. The court had the case under
advisement about a month and decides that Mr... jone,' charge that
her husband kissed her by mistake,
the negro maid,
'
believing the was
We handle all the finest and &intwas not substantiated. Mrs. Jones
—which ,some declare, drives to suisaid that the incident took place in uit articles with the utmost care,
Second and Broadway.
cide.
the maid's room and that the latter and make repairs that are absolutely
"Dont' drink. Don't smoke. Get Waltz—"Sig nova"
Laurens informed her of an arrangement satifactory.
up early.
March—"Wedding Faust,55 ..Tay107 Jones had made with the maid to en,
"Success comes to the man who "Smoke of Ifbney,"—a rag march
ter her room one evening. On the
has determination and persistence
Dille evening designated, Mrs. Jones said
against all odds.
"Porto Rican Dance,'
she got in the maid's bed and the
"One of the secrets of success IS
Missund- latter occupied the bed of her misto get ahead, unruffled by victory RS
Third and Broadway.
tress.
311 Broadway.
well as not cast down by defeat."
Mlarch--"Heroes of the Luzon." ..
CAUSE
CIGARETTES
THE
Dalbey
PHONE 722-a.
Almost every coal dealer claims Selectiont—"The Sultan of Sulu,"..
OF YOUTHFUL SUICIDE.
his coal is the best but there is only I
Fromi Me and Whathalls musiDetroit, Mich., July 24—Cigarettes
ode
one coal thlat can prove it. The Pitt.caused
Carl Wilson, aged twenty-one,
burg Coal office, t26 Broadway. Both Grand Afidley —"Superba."
his brains out this morning
to
blow
phones N. 3. James J. O'Donnell,
Fourth and Broadway.
alone
in his boarding house
while
General Manager.
The Exposition Four," march ....
245 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
at
Wyandotte.
He left this message:
Alexander
wish
you
Bria:itl
If
t..ien:
"Dear
MAIN AND FOURTH STREW, LOUISVILLE, KY.
Pittsbmg Coal Co. Office No. 126 "Anieta," Potwar,
Barnhotsse.
a good succes, through life, if you Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
illroadway. Both telephones No. 3.
Grand 'Selection'—"Mstratina,"
'Me hest coal in Paducah.
Wallace want to be old, cut out the cigarettes.
RETURN, continons passage $4.00;
They did me up. Carl."
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
Oriental march—"Arabian Scout,".
Mattlinett,
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
ROCKEFELLER WILL NOT
Fifth and Broadway.
IFORGES J. P. MORGAN'S NAME
BE ARRESTED. berth included.
March—"New Annapolis,' ...Taylor
Dallbey.
Insane Woman Preseuts Check for "A Fairy Tale,"
(Incoa porateda
Waltz—"Only You,"
Rockwell Counsel Appears in Court and Vouch$itio.cco and Returns to Asylum.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
es for Oil King's Appearance.
Selection—"King Dodo,"... from
General Cartage Businessr
Evansville. Ind., July 24.—Mr3.
Findlay. 0., July 24.---John D. of five or over $1.30 each, without
Psley & Luders musicale Comedy
meals.
with
meals;
So.00
Elizabeth Cissell, an insane woman,
arrested
when
Rockefeller
will
not
be
Good Night.
•
triodl
ca.41 s. check at one of the
he comes to Ins home in Cleveland.
Office
Good music on all the boats. Fo- i Strioryacilitiesifor
banks here today for $190.000. The
His counsel, Attorney Troup,. of
For Sale at Bargain.
particulars
see
further
Filialing
Freight,
check 'bore the signature of J. P.
Machinery
2nd ana inonroc:%
:47tely equipped saloon and hotel Bowling Green, today appeared in
_...?
Morgan. The V00111:ill was taken in in connection.
Apply to J. T. Probate court here and entered the
S. A. FOWLER. Gen. Pass. Agent
Household
aid
:Goods.
Both7Phon es
charge by the officials and returned Quarles pear Union depot or old appearance of the oil king.
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
to the asylum •
8
p h 2e 92.
.
_
vs.Prosecutor David said tonight the Agent Phone 13.

Broadway

"UNDERWOOD"
TYP[WRITER

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

J. L. WANNER,"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
Jeweler
uming:
4ibilmns

'Underwood Typewriter Co.,

Excursion Rates on

The River

Paducah Transfer Company

P. D. Fitzpatrick. Supt

.C.

Now is the Timeito Lay in Your DialforWinter
WIPP`

416
•••••• • ••• -

•

•••••i••••

• .

ur Genuine Pittsburg Coal at 14c is the Cheapest on the
market. 'tsts longer and you get more of it. No slate, no
dirt, no slack, n9 waste and it don't clinker. We have convinced others that it is the best and the cheapest and we can
convince you. If you want to book your order for coal now
and have your bin filled laLter, telephone No. 3, Pittsburg
Coal Co.,Uand our agent will call on you. Your money will be
well spent if you buy from the

PM-SRA COAL COMPANY
'Office 126 Broadway
Both Phones No. 3
JAMES J. O'DONNELL, General Manager.

SECRETARY OF DEMOCRATIC
THREE PISSED LIBRARY'S OLD
BARBERS' BOARD COMMITTEEMEN EXAMINATIONS
BOOKS SOLD

,arrying any baggage; he had left all
that to the quartermaster's waggons.

TELLS OF CANNIBAL FEAST.

To Be Changed.
Mrs. Beulah L. Tuttle Describes a
Now all this is to be changed and
Grewsome Sight in Chicago.
the regular solider is to be trained
like the European soldier, to wry
Chic-ago, July 2.4.—M1rs. Beulah Loall of bis necessities throughout the gan
Tuttle told of seeing cannibals
day's march. It is true his pack will feast on unfortunate members
SECRETARY YOUNG WILL AR- CHAIRMAN BERRY HAD NOT MADE
of their
PERCENTVE
ENTIT- PRESIDENT
BAGBY
TURNED not be as heavy
as the foty-pound tribes who are
sacrificed, at the Des
THOUGHT ANYTHING OF
RIVE HERE LAST OF
LING THEM TO TEACHERkit carried by the European soldier,
THEM OVER TO NEGRO
Plaines camp meeting this afternoon.
although
he is physicialiy quite as Mrs. Tuttle, who is a members
WEEK.
THE QUESTION.
SHIP CERTIFICATES.
of
FOR $zs.
able to bear it, but he is not to be the Woman's
Foreign Missionary soallowed to discard his blanket or his
ciety, saw eleven natives put to death
half of the shelter tent, or his rations
For
and then eaten.
Leave
President
Root
Will Probably Call the Committee Superintendent Has Not Yet Scruti- Park Commissioners Want to
He and
Con- and toilet articles and
ammunition as
Different Parts of State to be
Together First of Month to
he has done in the past.
nized Answers of Samuel Crossvert Rear of Library Grounds
Almost every coal dealer claims
Gone SU Weeks.
Arrange Matters.
his
coal is the best but there is only
land for Scholarship.
Into Neat Park.
NEW GIRL BABY.
one coal that can

prove it. The Pittsburg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both
phones No. 3. James J. O'Donnell,
General Marmarer.

Young, of the , state
Chairman W. A. Berry of the city
Secretary
President E. W. Bagby, of the Car- Mr. and Mrs. William Bradshaw, Jr..
Superintendent Samuel
Billington,
board of barber examiners, is expect- Democratic committee states that as of the county public schools ,has fin- negie library yesterday sold to a col-susw
Parents of Daughter.
- --ed to arrive here the last of this yet he had not given much thought ished going over the examination ored man about 125 old books for
week ,by Mr. J. H. Root, the vice to calling together the committee- papers of the white applicants tested which the library trustees had no
Cereals Almost Destroyed.
president of the body. After arrival men in order to arrange for the man- last week ,and finds that the follow- need. The president got $15 for the
Barbourville, Ky., July 23.—Farmers
Information received
yesterday
of the secretary, he and Mr. Root ner and means of selecting the party ing made a percentage sufficiently volumes, and the money goes into the morning from Athena, Ga., an- comiinz into town report corn and
then leave for Henderson and other Landidates to be run for office the high to entitle them to certificates; general treasury of the institntion.
notmiced that Mir. and. Mrs. William i'lether cereals almost destroyed by the
points of this vicinity to issue the coming November. As the time is Miss Lyda Heath of Marshall counF.
Bradshaw, Jr., are the parents of'continued heavy rains. In some secThe library trustees bought many
annual licenses to the profession, rapidly approaching the chairman said ty; Mrs. Nellie Webb of this city, books from the old John L. Powell a girl baby, their first born
Mrs. tions great gullies have been washed
and examine them to see if they are he would shortly take up the matter. 1 and Miss Patty Chambers of the book store stock, and picking out Bradshaw has been visiting her par- out of the hillsides and the lowlands
qualified to be barbers.
The end of this year seven coun- county.
some weeks, have been completely flooded in oththose fit for use in the library, stored ents in that city for
Mr. Root for the pasts week has cilmen, five aldermen and six school
Next Friday and Saturday exami- away in the building engine room while Mk Bradshaw went down week er sections. It has rained for over
before last.
been having all the Paducah barbers trustees go out of office, while there nations will be held at the court about 125 that were of no benefit.
a week.
call upon him, and he has issued to will also have to be chosen a new house for the colored people desirhaving an opportunity to sell them
them a renewal of their licenses, en- city police court judge to fill out the ing to try for a certificate
President Bagby dispersed of the vol
titling them to continue at their call- unexpired term of Judge D. L. Sanurn e S.
Not Yet Scrutinized.
ing for another twelve months. He ders.
To Fix Up Lawn.
Superintendent Billington has not
is not examining the barbers now, Some people advocate the city combut will do this later on. There are mittee ordering that
precinct con- yet gone over the paper of Samuel
President D. G. Murrell, of the
*bout s'txy-five of the tonsorial art- ventions be held to select delegates Crossland, Jr., who was the only apboard of park commissioners, togeth•
ists in this city, and they rank in tc a city convention at, the court- plicant for the free scholarship this er
with the other members, will ask
.every respect and excel in many the house or city hall, for the purpose of county is entitled to at the state unithe directors of the library to let
-followers of the trade over the en- selecting a police judge candidate, versity at Lexington. The superin- them
We will have a car in today of the celebrated Georgia Alberta",
convert into a small park the
and party nominees for councilmen, tendent will go over the answers of
-tire state
they will be on sale at all leading Groceries and Market Stalls Thursday
part of the library
grounds along
Mr .Crossland in a day or two, and
Mssrs. Young and Root will be out aldermen ,and school trustee.
Kentucky avenue behind the strucmorning at prices you can afford to pay for canning purposes. HouseThe most generally desired manner, ascertain if he made a percentage suf'for a month or six weeks visiting the
ture. The commissioners want per.different points over the state, ex- judging from expressions, is the pri- ficient to entitle him
to
the
free
keepers
can't afford to miss this opp ortunity of obtaining nice fruit, as
mission to fix these rear grounds up
remixing and relicensing the barbers. mary where everybody can vote. It scholarship to this institution.
with nice flower beds, walks, seats
our Home Peach crop is very poor and this will probably be the only
is estimated the primary will not cost
grassy plots, so it will be as attractColored Institute.
rot more thin $300, and this total
really fine peaches in the Paducah market this season.
ive as possible. They will not make
'SURPRISES EX PECTE.D
expense divided up among the candi- The institute for the colored teachers of the county schools is now be- the request of the library trustees unIN THE SAGE WILL. dates would bring the indiv;dual cost
ing held at the city school building til the street improvements have been
down to an unusalty small sum .
at Eighth and Ohio streets, with Pro- completed both on the avenue and
It is probable that the chairman will
fessor Jackson tff Bowling Green, in on South Ninth street, which runs
call the committee together sometime
(Confirmed from Page One.)
beside the institution.
the first of next month and take up charge. He is the colorel instructor
who
is
in
the
city
applying
for
the
•Whlliam P. Dixon, Elbert A. Brinker- this question so everything can be principalship of the
0
tohI
z
keti
rmle
our.01:1
local
colored +++++++++++++,
big PRIM HID TCLjcatsklrue
'hoff, George C. Rand, Newobkt P. settled upon and the candidates pre- schools, tthis
position
having been
Ift.L.ES, THUM antlaeN;MelIL
e
Lawrence, Albro B. Ford and Dr. J. pare themselves for the fray.
BIC
h i flr-'4..
liri silk?
male vacant by the resignation two
1
BELOW any other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
ie• WHOLE ARMY
'Carl Scihmuck
b
weeks ago of E. W. Renton, the
Dr. Pepper NOW&
ON THE MOVE +
Mr. Sage's brother-in-law, Colonel
,4.4
pi •
at am'
principal, who resigned to locate elseor on my, kiwi of terme. until you have received our complete Fro* Cour
Osborn
W.
Charles
Slocum,
and
J.
J
logo.* illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and low-grad
The Paducah Bottling Co. is the where.
bicycle., old patterns and latest models,and learn of our remarkable 1.014
- his confickirtral secretary, were in only
+ + + + + + +
There are fifteen of the colored + + + + + +
company authorized to bottle
YRICILS and wonderful new offers made possible by selling from factor,
conference with Mk. Sage's lawyers
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
Dr. Pepper in Paducah ,and adjacent teachers of this county attending the
today. A former business assoc ate
WE SNIP ON APPROVAL Mama a eeat &Posit. Pay the rfolifitt.it
institute, which continues through the
territory.
allow 10 Days Eros Thal and make other libentl terms which no °that,
Washington, D. C., July 24.—Withof Mr. Sage expressed the opinion
house
in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much vain
week. Superintendent Billington inARTESIAN
MFG.
&
BOTTLING
able information by simply writing us• postal.
( rt attracting much attention, proba-that the evtate would aggregate well
tended
to
We
CO.,
need
• Slifor Aims, in every town and can offer an oppoetunit)
conduct
Prop., Waco, Texas.
the gathering, but
bly because the movement is general
-beyond It000ao,000, and that the will
to make money to suitable young men who apply at once.
finding the colored professor availa,. would contain many surprises.
and covers such a wide extent.of terble ,secured him for the undertaking.
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
ritory, for the first time since the civil
Sr
ONLY
May Break Will.
war almost the entire army of the
Price
$
Pittsburg Coa: Co. Office No. 126
WHIZ,
sn't dyspepsia a food product?
New York, July 4 —The Herald
United States is on the march.
.9 per pair.
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
.
Introd000
today say preparations for contest.bodies of troops
large
Frequently
A woman never listens to half the
The best coal in Paducah.
NAILS, TACKS
We WIII Sell
moved in this way and
•.-ing the will of Russel, Sage, in the thnigs she say,.
have been
OR GLASS
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
You
WON'T LET
war the entire
during the Spanish
event of its provis4ons not being satOnly
for
OUT
THE
AIR
Pair
Only s fool would expect to get any
4..., ,
army was moved, but in that case
isfactory to them, have already been
(CASH WiTM ORDEPI $4.115)
•
nearly all the men were entsained. NO MORI TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Fatal Play With Shotguns.
made by relatives of the financier. fun out of a funnel.
II i i
Result of 15 years experience in tire
Albany, Ky., July 23.—At Boatland, In the present
case they are conNephews and grandnephews and othA pessimisti is a man with liver
making. No danger from THORNS.CACFentress
county,
Tenn.,
seven
Stephbig
Bates
the
maneuver
centrating "at
?feriae the Midst robber Were
ers more remote are said to be con- spots on his di...posit ion
TVS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
"A" and punetur• stripe "B"
en., accidentally shot and killed Elm- camps where the regulars and militiasidering steps for legal proceedings.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
and "D," slim elm strip iill"
Easy money is. so called because
er Allred. The two boys were play- men are to train together.
to prevent rbas cutting. Thlti
Mr. Sage had several brothers and it is so- easy to get rid of.
be vulcanized like any other tire.
rtll cruttsot any °thew
Miz_mo
Two Hundred Thni,isand pairs new in ashes! see. NW
ing with a couple of shotgups, when
sisters, none of whom is living, so
FT', iLANTIC and
Men are "Soft.
Thai
0
s:evenly-11w
.
1
Iasi
7
...d
v
EMMA
one
year.
pairs
sold
o
sfAalf
satACed
fthe
with
e
Most
was
accidently
people
guns
,
who
disare
far as can be ascertained, but various
_„-)
charged
Ns Made In all area. It is lively avid easy riding, very durable and lioesLin side
kinsmen who bear his name, and who therruseives don't want much.
Officers at heaquarters are not sur- wftliniliM
petrilirality of rubber, wach never becomes porous and which closes up small punctures
Go to the gas meter, thou sluggard;
We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
are scattered about the county, are
prised to learn that the men are suf- without allowing the air to escape.
t het their tires have only been pumped uposse or twice in•whole season. They weigh us more than
The Mosquito as a Moralist.
looking to see if their family tree consider its ways and beoome busy.
fering some from the hardships of a ordisary tire, the puncture misting qualities being even by several layers of than, specially
(Baltimore American.)
A man's wife may be his better
commonly felt when riding on asphalt
fabric on the tread. That "Ifoldisg Seek"searaf
•
might not bear apples of gold. There
the march, that many drop out from or sell roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" treed which prevents all sir from bet
betThe stsnitmer girl wbo wears peekthe
usually
does
all
half,
but
be
all
suction. The regular price of the4
overcoming
was a repot current yesterday that
heat and fatige, and that there has equalised ant between the tire and the road thus
aboo waists is much more to be conting.
tires is W.yi see pair, but for advertiring purposes we are isekkhag a special factory price to the rider
a nephew, who had resided in this
flesh.
horse
loss
of
sif estv 14.11sPer pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received We ship C.O.D. ofrapproval.
People are fond Of telling their verted to a different sort of apparel been considerable
You di not pay a cent until yen have examined and fouled them strictly sa represented.
City, would be among the first to
Oliver,
Gen.
stated
by
as
fact
is,
The
We will.llow smelt dlesousit of s per cent(thereby making the peke64.55 per pair)ff you 411end
ininginary troubles, but not their real through attentions Of mosquitos than
take action in case he is not adehimand
FOLK, CASH WITH ORDIBB aad enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickel
she is through anything that the the acting secretary of war
ones.
bowie hoed pump and two lampoon nietal puncture closers oft full paidorders(these metal
plated
quately remembered.
self a veteran, that the men have be- puncture closers to be used in ease of intenticiaal knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returneo.
If you want a woman to take your preachers may 'have to say.
they are not satisfactory on essminatiaa.
OUR
expense if for any
at
come "soft" from post life.
;
advice pretend to be handing it to
money seat to us is as safe as in • bank. Ask yore Postale,.
We are perfectly reliable
inCANDIDATE FOR CONGRESS
famous
observers
of
the
Foreign
or
the Ilditor of this paper about us. II you order • pr Agent
or
Saul,
Freight
Upton
Before and After Marriage.
some one else.
..,4
tide easier, run faster weer better, last bower rile
ON PROHIBITION TICKET.
ternational campaign in China noted these tires, you will Ind that they willseen
tied
Perhaps you never wrote a letter
(New York Press.)
at any price. We kSlow that you will hem well
ism than any tire yea have ever seed or
with
us your order. We want you to send us•smr. . trial
recklessness
give
least
will
•
bicycle
you
you
the
when
.surprise
that
with
The samr man who pretends that
of regret, but 'Sow about the letters
ordevat once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
Barbourvile, Ky., July 23—Tobies you regret baying written?
ballt-up-wheola. saddles, pedals, parts and repatra, an%
to row a girl for three hours in a hot which the American soldiers tossed
013ASTER-BRAKES,
everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at ha i ,Esssaa,
knapsacks
Huffaker ,of Carlin, has announced
and
blankets
their
away
be
sun when they are engaged will
Write for our big SUNDRY cataloe., men.
repair
prism charged by dealers and
,P1 F _APIS',"
himself a candidate for congress on
but write us • postal today. DO NOT THiil
A fool tries to get ,square with oth- found lying in a shady hammock after and other articles of clothing on the DO NOT
bicycle or • pair of tires from anyone until you know tiie nt-w aff•
the prohibition ticket. He is making ers, but the wise man spends his time they are married while ,she is getting famous march from Tien Tsin to wonderful offers we are making.
It only costs a postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
The reason was that the
an active canvass of the Eleventh In blocking the attempts of others to him sometthintg good to eat in a broil- Pekng.
soldier
'American
had been unused t)
ing
kitehen.
district.
h'o't
balm
mrlitt
'gore
get
•...AU..
Lespe.arad

Peaches!

Peaches!

Georgia Elbertas on Paducah Market

BONDS & POWELL,

Telephone 453

DO NOT 130rA BICYCLEf

$8 0PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES

.80

r,

a songsto

$4-8°
Vf

t't

'

War

•••-•

•••••••••

.....d•ModwiAitatid•L°1

Kies CYCLE COMPANY, 11•049"J L" CHICAGO, ILL

cleansing of the red light district,!
and give those people to understand
that henceforth conditions of the
Presillent.
WILHELM.
past will not be tolerated, and if atE.
JAMES
JOHN WILHELM. Treasurer.
tempted it means that the colony
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary. will be driven from the city.

THE REGISTER

otsfIG1.1RING
SKIN

IETS HER PART
OF
HUMOR DISTRIBUTION

Ike Clean-Up Sale of
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

PUBLISHED PI' THE
REFEREE HAS TRUSTEE
0
Houston's City Government.
REGISTER rir,WSPAPER CO.
Impossible to Get Employment, as
PAY ABOUT $1,600 TO MRS.
ffincomorated)
According to the Nashville BanFace and Body Were Covered With
HESSIG.
it Register utisTisig, 523 BroadwatT.- ner a new form of city govertment
Itching Sores — Seratched Till.
has been tried at Houston, Texas,
flesh Was Raw—Spent HunEntered as the ii..ostoffice of Paduand
has proven to be a success.
matter.
second-class
mail
cah, Ky., as
dreds
of Dollars on Doctors and
That paper says:
Hospitals and Grew Worse
$5.so "Houston, Texas, has for a year
One Year
2.50
six months
been under the management of a
1.25
Three Months
"government by commission," with
.10
One Week
Asults that are said to be satisfacH. N. 'ROBERTSON QUALIFIED
tory. The municipality had for years
IN THE COURT AS ADMINpaper
this
Anyone failing to receive
been under the government most
"Since the year 1894 I hava,been
regularly should report the matter te common in American cities, that of
ISTRATOR FOR MARY
The Register office at once. Tele- a mayor and common council com- troubled with a very bad cage of
WOOD ESTATE.
eczema which I have spent hundreds
phone Cumberland 318.
posed of members elected from the
of dollars trying
tocure,and I went
different wards, but there was comto the hospital,
plaint of mismanagement, and also
Warrant Issued Charging Charles
.
)
but they failed to
1-k
of corruption, although the official
cure me and it
King With Defrauding Mrs. Pat
grafting was of. a -petty order that
was getting worse
enriched
no
particular
boss
or
set
all
the
time.
'lye
Judge Out of Board
ft
weeks ago my wife
Wednesday Morning, July 25, 1906. of men. A change was decided upon
Bill.
bought a box of
and the new charter went into effect
Cuticura OintJuly 1, 1905. Under this charter the
ment and one
The Red Light District.
city council was abolished and a govcake of Cuticura
the
Referee Bagrby has ordered the
in
occurred
Soap, and I am
The tragedy that
erning commission was constituted,
trustee
of the Dr. Rerman T. Hessig
pleased
to
say
that
I
am
now
morncompletely
yesterday
composed of the mayor. who.sis pres"red light district"
cured and well.
bankirptcy proceeding to pay to the
ident
of
the
commission
or
board,
take
"It was impossible for me to get
ing calls for the authorities to
and four aldermen who were elected employment, as my face, head, and bankrupt's mother, Mrs. ‘Catherine
Hessig, about $1,600 ,which is her
that district in hand and to inaugu- regardless
of. ward lines. Under body were covered with it The
rate some radical reforms in regu- this system the mayor has an over- eczema first appeared on the top of portion of the ten per cent dividend
One sight of all departments, and each my head, and it had worked all the declarodl for distribution among the
lating existing conditions.
way around down the back of my neck cceditors of the physeiarvs. On acicount
young man is dead and the other is of the aldermen, or commissioners, and around to my throat, down my of other creditors excepting to Mrs.
in custody charged with taking his has a separate department, for which body and around the hips. It itched Hessig's claim, her portion of the
he is held directly responsible, al- so I would be obliged to scratch it.
initial declaration was held up until
life, and that matter is to be sifted though the commission
in daily ses- and the flesh was raw.
known,
is
much
"I
This
would
first
wash
courts.
the
affected the court disposed of the objection,.
in the
sion takes under consideration matparts with warm water and Cuticura Now the referee has deeded her
young
the
of
some
that
and that is,
ters pertaining to all the depart- Soap, sad then apply Cuticura Oint- claim is a valid one, and she comes in
men were 'intoxicated and had spent ments. The purpose of this plan is ment and let it remain on all night, and for tea per cent of the $16,000 alin the morning I would use Cuticura lowed. The total claim is pro rated
the greater part cif the night in ca- to conduct the municipal affairs upon Soap. I am now
all well, which all
like business lines upon which the
like the balance.
localithat
rousing in the resorts in
affairs of corporations are conducted my friends can testify to, and I will be
pleased
to
recommend
the
Cuticura
men
ty.- In the crowd were young
for private profit.
Remedies to any and all persons who
Colored Man Dismissed.
not yet out of their teens, a class "The report of the commission for wish a speedy and permanent cure of
Deputy United States Nita r,thal
whom we are told contribute large- the past year shows improvement in akin diseases.'Thomas M. Roesiter,
290
Prohpect
Street,
Wade
Brown returned yesterday from
many
respects
over
the
management
ly to the support of those houses
Mar. 30, 1905.
East Orange, N. J. I Iksplc'stsmille
where he took Toni
under
the
old
system.
The
commisComplete
External
anti
Internal
Treatment for Every
where liquors are sold in defiance sion has
Bunter, from Pimples to Scrontla, from Infancy to am
Lyon, colored, and, arraigned tiiin toepaid off a floating city abealattne
of Concurs Soap, ate Ointeneet,
Iteenfvof the state, county and city, laws. debt of about $385,000, the revenues ant. bee In form et Chocolate Coated
fore U. S. Commissioner Yonts on
Mlle, Inc. per vial
H-:-+++.1-,%+++++++++
:+
of del, may be had of all d.
r:rtetzi A eltlilempteit
.
tefir germ
the charge of bootlegging. The coin,.
the most dt
slit
Drag
The houses Of ill-fame are bad of the city have been notably in- &
Corp Sot. Prop.,
'
Eloetos, Maas
•aliall&A&A"AlkAbout the Skin,seas,find nen." missioner dismissed. the darlay for lack
enough when conducted orderly and creased by a better plan of assessof evidence. The deputy rnarsha I.aronly frequented by older men, but ment and collection, needed schoolrested Lyon near Fulton and bsif to
houses
have
been
built,
and
the
when it comes to- permitting the sale
talkie h tn• to Hoplainsville on acsount
streets have been greatly improved,
of Commissioner Gardner, of this
of liquor at those places, and the without resorting to an issue of
city. being absent up north, asd the
youth of the city being debauched, bonds.
Cam U.sti tuoizr panu!ino3)
next nearest commissimer at Hop"A
peculiar' feature of the present
it is time for the application of drastic measures. Every resort, we are city government of Houston is that, being an accessory to the fact, but
aside from the mayor and commis- County Attorney Barkley had not
11111111111111111111Mbs
Admits' istrator Qualified.
told, has government license to sell sion, no
officer •or employe of the fully decided on that point last
liquors, but no license from the city city has any fiseed term of incumH. N. Robertson qualified in Vie
'Light. The lawyers seem to -think
or county. Under a recent law any bency. The chief of police, chief of they have not much of a case against esounity court as administrator of the
estate of Mary F. Wood.
one in Kentucky holding a govern- the fire department, tax assessor and McCord.
NEW ORDER FROM NAVY DEEd Scott, who was along with
ment license to sell liquor, that B- tax collector, the heads of departPARTMENT OFFICIALS ADments, and all men employed in the M.x, and who chased Anderson afPower of Attorney.
ettis< is prima facie evidence that
departments are employed and paid ter the 'shooting, ts •'the syskagrrenan 4 cliarks T. Trueheart has conferred
MITS THIS.
the holder is engaged in the business by the month, and any officer or empower of attorney to Charles F
who is now under indietrawinisin.the
and may be prosecuted for not hav- ploye may be discharged just as men circuit court on the cleareeitif 407 Rielm, and the paper lodged -a-fsh the
Will be keenly appreciateA
ing county or city license. Under a are employed and discharged in a mg the plumber Stewart 'ter Mioot- clerk yesterday.
Washington, July 24.—The text of
a trial by people who sufafter
recent act of congress the'name of private business 4toncegn—if his ing him to death during a fight at
the order issued by the navy departfer from headaches--severe or
Property Sold.
work and service are not satisfac- Tenth and Court streets one night
intilith occasional or chroni:
every person holding a government tory."
Mary J. Watson transferred to V. ment in relation to future enforcelast winter. Scott's case has , been H. Watson for $5 and other con
They never fail to
sidera- ment of the eight-hour law by the
license to sell liquor may be made
continued from term to term, and tions property on the Packi:-ah and government contains a confession
public by the collector or his depuwhich is substantially that the navy
The boys and young men who use comes up again next SetpenNer. He Benton road in the county.
GIVE QUICK
ty. hence it is an easy matter for, cigarettes
J. R. Watson sold to Mary J. Wat- department heretofore took the posiShould read the note to his h out on bond.
RELIEF.
Slayer in County Jail.
the county attorney to ascertain the brother by Carl
son for $5 property on the Paducah tion that it could permit a violation
Wlson, the young
Atidcr.on and McCord were yes- and Benton road.
Easing the pain in a very few
of law provtding there was a third
names of all persons who hold a man who killed himself
at Detroit terday transferred from the city
party on which to unload the blame.
government license to sell liquor in yesterday. The note reads:
minutes
lockup to the, county jail. , It is
The order says:
Licensed to Marry
Paducah, and who is doing business
"Dear Brother Glen—If you wish more than probable that in the poWiliam Morgan. aged 55. are) Mary
"It has been customary for the
without a state, county or city li- a good success through life, if you lice court this morning the case will Ann Latham, aged 46, of Mayfield naval inspectors of work done under
want to be old, cut out cigarettes. be continued over a day or two in were granted a license by Cie clerk public contracts ,acting in accordance
cense.
They did me up.
order that witnesses can be sum- to marry.
with the department's instructions or ,
Immediate steps should be taken to
'moned.
approval,
to ignore altogether the
zirrest and convict all who are not
Yesterday morning shortly before
Road Recommended.
question whether government conOf the many causes for 'divorce the
licensed to setl liquor and that will
DRUG GIST
daylight Mix was operated on by
The commissioners filed their re- tractors were obeying the law with
one filed by a Missouri woman is the
embrace every public resort in PaDr. Frank Boyd, with the assistance port recommending that t"•ere be reference to the eight-hour a day promost unique. She alleges that her ef Drs. Phil
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
Stewart. Jeff
Rob- opened up the Epperson and Carrison vision ,it being the department's atducah. The nexs step is for the 'poIvinibandllissed her by mistake, think- ertson and W. J. Bass. They re- Chapel church road. They were se- titude that it was
the duty of conlice department to make wholesale
TELEPHONE 63.
she was another woman,
moved several inches of intestine lected to go over the proposed route tractors 'with the government to obe
raids on those 'places and arrest
to
and
they
think)
advisable
see
if
it
that
had
been
perforated five times
bands should he more careful.
the law and not the peculiar responevery minor on the premises togethby the bullet and also found that
sibility of the department to see to it
er with the keeper of the place and
the bladder had been punctured. create the new thoroughfare.
that
they did so.
The announcement comes from Profuse
Filed Suit.
hemorrhages continued all
have them brought before the city
"In all specifications hereafter the
Finley, Ohio, that Rockefeller will the time after the shooting. The
V. J. Purchase, administrator, filed especial
attention of the contractors
court to be dealt with according to
not be arrested. Well, who thought ball was found near the spine - and suit in the circuit court yesterday must be called to the
eight-hour act,
the law.
against Mary A. Purchase claim ng in
cut out.
be would?
order that they may be advised
Too much- consideration has been
'
$762.
that, should they fail to comply, they
shown the scarlet women of PaduW. C. T. U. MEETING.
will be reported by the officers of
OTHER HOSE COMING.
_Unlucky Number.
-- —
cah, and it is, a notorious fact that
this department for such action as St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack•
Charles King was warranted
Subjects of Papers t,o be Presented
they are allowed more privileges in Chief Woods Gets Word It Was
terdlay by Mrs. Pat Judge on the the department of justice may deem et company—tbe cheapest and bee
Tomorrow
this city than.in any other city of
charge of defrauding her out of a $13 proper to take."
Shipped Last Wednesday.
excursion out of Paducah.
The district attorney here under
its size in the country. They have
The Paducah Womarits Christian hoard bill. Mrs. Judge conduct!, a orders from the
department of jusChief James Woods of "the fire de- Temperance UniOn will meet tomor- hoarding bruise on Washington bemade themselves outcasts and unfit
trce began investigating charges that
aprtment has received word froni the row afternoon at 4 o'clock in the titven Fourth And Fifth streets, and
the eight-hour law was bieng violatto mingle with respectable people
Manhattan people stating that the lecture room of the Fist Baptist King stopped With her. He owes her
eil
in the District of Columbia. The
and while we pity them in their fall- 1.500 feet' o fhose sold the city of- church, in the department of social
who
KIrver is the young fellow
en condition and would gladly aid ficials for the fire department had pririty. Mrs. Jettic M. Elliott, sup- will be tried in Justice Emery's court charges are contained in statements
on the charge of pawning the diamond of fact made by the labor orgartiza-'
in their reformation, yet we regard been shipped by the factory last eri utelobe nt
tions. The &strict attorney is alA
paper
giving
an account of the ring belonging. to the iiaugbter of Mr.
that as an impossibility, and as the Wednesdays and should Teach Paduready
examining witnesses.
baker.
Ti is a trip of pleasure. comfor,
cah some time this week. When the "WIllitte Shield Mcivernent" will be Godklel, the Third street
evil is in our midst, steps should be hose
read
by
Eliza
Mrs.
Ptiryear.'
and
rest; good service, good tab!
comes the chief will test it to
NOBLE ESTATE.
CHILDREN DIE.
A sisrsilars paper - descriptive of the
taken to see that those creatures are see if it will withstand the pressure
good roams, etc. Boats leave tad*
"White Cross
Movement". will be
kept in the background and not giv- guaranteed.
Globe Bank and Trust company Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
M.and Mrs. Coley, and Mr. and Mrs qiiallified as
The 1,500 feet bought from the Eu- readi by Mks. Dorothy Koger.
adronistrator of the For other information apply to Jas
en the freedom of the public places
Andrecht, Lose Their Children
A
paper
rrit'llect
"God's
Noble
Manestate of the late &homed, P. Noble,
•
as has been the custom heretofore. reka people has already gotten here, hood" will :be read by Mrs. Peal!
Frank
Who was president of the financial in-, Koget, superintendent;
snd is being held until the ManhatThe 3-weeks-old girl of Mir. and
Norvell.
When men of the world kay that the tan
Brown, agent.
atittst?cmi dluriingi life.
consignment reaches t* city, • An article
will be read entitled ?Wm Beni Coley of Tyler died yesterharlots of Paducah are given too when the test for all will be made.
Robert Noble qualified as admin"Why Not Play Cards?" written by day intornirvg and will be buried todlay istrator of the estate of his brother's
.much liberty it is time to assert the
Miss 'Helen CrirtrnsIle Rurnsey, evan- at Oak Grove cemetery.
first wife who died several. years ago.
police power. Wipe out the liquor ), ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.
Mir. and Mrs. Frank Andres.** of
gelist of the V sing Woman's Christian Temperance Union of the state the Pool road lost their 2-months-old
selling in these dens of infamy and
Bereft of All Possessions,
Good Lectures: Heard on "Anatomy otf New York.
boy, wbo was buried yesterday aftersec that the young are not suffered
—DENTIST—
A poem. entkled "Whisicy as a Pure noon at 3 o'clock in Oak Grove ceme(Cincinnati 'Commercial-Tribune.)
and Physiology of Intestines."
to frequent those places and the
Food," a satiric treatment of a popu- tery.
Rambling Waggles—I was robbed
Truehart building.
morals of the city will iniprove.
last night and I lost fifty-three arI.A.st evening the Academy of Med- lar fallacy, will be • read by Mrs.
A Lawn Fete.
ticles of firm tone. Everything I had
There has beenstoo Much shooting icine held its weekly meeting at Sa rails Crouise
No.
All
L.
Bower,
lawn
of
W.
friends
of
the
are
most
On
the
in
cause
de world.
Carnegie
library,
at
which
time
the
and cutting as the result of lax leg'166 Farley place, Thursday evening,
Policemen—Fifty-thee articles?
many doctors present heard lectures cordially invited.
•
grlations by the police, and now is the on the
Rambling Waggles—Sure; a deck
July 26, 1906.
"Anatomy and Physiology. of
time to protect the fair name of the they Intestines" by Dr. Harry I.
Almost every coal dealer claims
Cool refreshments will be served by of cards and a corkscrew.
his coal is the best but there is only pretty ladies.
city from further degradation by 'Smith and Dr. Edward Yonne
3old at
"Kkrlivis and Enteritis" will be the one coal that can prove it. The PittsPittsburg Coal tei: (*flee No. 126
that clement tliefitteristies by corGray's Buffet,
subject for nest Tuesdays w ith lect- burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both
Broadway. Both telephones No, 3.
Pony For Sale.
riipting the morals of the city. Let ures by
Palmer House Bar,
in
Paducah.
Dr. IC P. Sights and J. R phones No. 3. James J. 'O'Donnell,
The
best
coal
sale
cheap.
have
a
nice
toe
pony
I
L. A. Lagornareino.
,
the edict be issued for a general Coleman.
General Manager.
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
Call 922 Trimble. PAT GROGAN.
;.

Is still in full swing at the

FOR LACK OF EVIDENCE
LYON WAS DISMISSED

CURED BY CUTICURA
IN FIVE WEEKS

RACKET STORE

Sale will continue as long as we
have any of the goods. There's still a
good assortment of
LADIES' LONG SKIRTS
LADIES' DRAWERS
LADIES' CORSET COVERS
We have never known goods of this
character to be offered for as little
money.

)N10 ....4111,

Plaid Dress Goods

We offer a lot of swell new 40-inch
checked and plaid dress goods at 35c a
yard. They are all grey and will wash
Just received these Tuesday. They are
selling like "hot cakes." Won't you
look at them?

rURC[LIVHOMPSON

Young Mix Passed Away

407 BROADW.‘Y. PADUCAH, KY

CONFESS LABOR
LAW WAS BROKEN

Henry's
Headache
Powders

J.

OehlschlaNer

•

ry

••••••••11

Excursion:

$8100

s•

•

For the Round Trip to,
Ten neme river & returw

I
A. S. DABN- P..1

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BM

4

1

HE WAS UNIQUE.

Why will you suet'
,
When
Kodels for Artiste Are in Xs/
Cases Quito Plain of
ITILIEPEL'S WAY Or TILLIE'S
Feature.
THIS TRUTH.
-"Ows of the most preposterous Ideas
Stempel, as Herbert Tanszosald from
In existence is that regarding the pay the very first, was absolutely
4
unique.
of models and their physical
fansy took all the credit for the disoov.
PROF. TREUMAN
tiveness," Mr. Robert Bringhurst says. try, as he does for almost
everything,
BE DISCUSSED DURI
"In this country a majority of the but he does not boast about
CIITY COKES HERE
It so much
will cure that awful pain.
CONFERENCE.
•
models are employed in art schools now.
AUGUST 15.
or by instructors of clues in paintWiles cured others, will cure you.
Of course all the men in the office saw
ing, drawing or modeling, and for that Stempel Was
entirely out of the
. Call OR us, or phone 237 and
Some Believe It Would Answer the purposes of instruction any figure be ordinary when he owned up to a misMrs. William Foster Entertains with
Pus-pose, While Others AdvocatT , good enough.
we will gladly cll wou about it.
take in an entry that coot the firm over
"Al.budding artist can learn to draw $100to settle.
the Watchmen.
Stempel was calling from
Picnic Supper at Park Tomorand Paint, study anatomy and propor- Tout Paston's order book to Dixie, the
tion, just as well from 'a homely bill clerk, and he
row Evening—Other Events
quoted two-inch Lyons
• model as from one that Is surpassing- galloon at
three cents when it should
Alderman W. T. Willer in speak:ni ly beautiful. There is no need of
IProfeesor Treuman of Webb City of the questien• of the Illino s Cen- the latter at all. If one presents hers have been eight. Paston makes his
I to 300 horse power. best, cheapMb., has written Poducahans that he tral railroad keeping watchmen at self, all well and good, but as the 3s and 86 a good deal alike anyway, but est and most economical.
DRUG STORE.
will be here August 8 to look over. the gate crossings dirriveoettle night,- schools and instructors are entirely he's too valuable a man to tire and It
Special atteivion to electric lightand Jackson St. 'Phone 237..
Seventh
seemed
as
if
have
somebody
would
to
the field, and see what he th ere s ad- yesterday stated that dbring the •con- Independent in their needs she must
ing plants.
go.
Dixie
mistake
thought
his
it
was
conservatory
of
the
about
visable
ference between the railroad conwnit- be CODDIIIt with the same pay that
music he will open, 'if 'he finds the tee of the city hoards and Supeen- rules for all in this dam, which is and was in a great flurry about it, but
•
Stempel, when he looked over the book,
demand sufficient for one.
'Pendent Egan, of the Louisville di- generally net niers than a dollar fer
Paducah,
Ky.
Professor 'Pressman has leading vision of the' I. C. that there would a three-hour posing seance. As the said at once that he had called it wrong
_
conservatories over the country, and also be consderee the-Vroposition to work is, after all, only unskilled labor, and went and told the whole works so.
Pittsburg
Coal Co. 0:fice NO. 126 Office with Dr. Rivers ee Rivers, tee
if there is a field 'here for one, it will have elecric 'bells at all the crossings It is an divieeptionatly good rate of pay Well, the old gentleman must have been
In a good humor,for he only told Stem- Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
North Fifth, Both IA:pollee 35e.
be opened, and a corps of talented to be rurrg instead) of the waitiOhmen at that. 'What obtains here also obpel
to
be
more
careful
next
The
time.
best
That
coal
in
Paducah.
installed.
teachers
there at 111 hours after suesset. It tains for more than half the model shows the sort of fellow Stempel was.
Residence /NI Clay, UM
one toes
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
portion He had the peculiarity of being
will be decided during the meeting work abroad, yet the avers
absoPark Picnic.
whet is the best plan and some rec- always conjures up a drean of loveli- lutely truthful.
Tomorrow evetring a crowd of ourniondation made accordingly.
ness when an artist's model is menThere was one thing about Stempel,
frienids will enjoy s•upper at Wallace
In many cit es where th railroad tioned and associates the work with though. He wasn't extravagant with
park, as gueste of Mrs. William I. tracks cross the streets electrit bells reranneratioa of a dollar or more an ! the faculty of speech.
One of those
Foster of Sooth Fotarth street:
are placed at the intersection and hour.
never-say-nothing-to-nobody sort of fel"Of course, where an artist requires lows. Went
then when a train approchee from
about his business quietly
q An unusual opportunity to proInformal Card Party.
r
either direction, and the engine and a particular kind cf model, no matter and soberly, never laughed or joked
what
especial
the
requirement
BroadHughes
Henry
may
be, much.
of West
Mrs.
cars get to a certain distance from the
vide restful reading for the leisure
w-ay, will entertain at cards his morn- crose.ng, the rail preesore forms a the law of supply and demand steps
One time Dixie vas telling a story
hour. 4]Well known books by
ing complimentary to several visiting circuit Chrougth electrical wires which In and regulates pay, for one thing, in about an uncle of his who was a great
accordance with its Inexorable man- swimmer. He said
well known authors, hitherto
young ladies now in the ely.
he swam 15 miles'
CanSta loud ringing of the bell that
dates. If the supply of that sort of up the Minsissippi
published
river against the
at $1.50, now offered
warns people to keep Out of the way
model is short the price rune high. strongest kind- of
Newell Society.
current and towed a
This obviates trete necessity of watch- I have
at
the
special
vacation price of
heard of models who received log raft that had drifted
The young ladies of the Newell men being soaeoned at these corners
away from its
dollars
several
an
hour.
But
there
are
evening
entomoszow
eocieto
because the electrical apparatus loud- too many satisfactory Individuals will- mooritrgs by a rope held in his teeth.
50c Per Volume
tertain friends leiter a picnic supper ly rings the gong every
time an en- ing to pose for whatever they can get Dixie said his uncle did that 15 miles in
spread upon the park lawn.
gine gieta so many feet from the cros- to make such a condition any other two hours, nineteen minutes and some
seconds, which he has forgotten.
THX VIRGINIAN
sing.
CASTLE CRANXYCROW
than most exceptionel."
Almost every coal dealer claims
Tansy bad to drag Stempel into Roof
Cy Gwen Veto'
'Some of the ciy
By George Barr MeCutcheon
officials
have
course. He asked Stempel what he
his coal is the best but there is only spoken
THE IMLMET OF NAVARRE
favorably of this' movement, BUCKEYE INCASED IN GOLD
THE
PILLAR
OF LIGHT
Pittsthought
of
it.
I
guess
The
he
it.
prove
was trying to
owe cad than can
By Bertha Runkle
%hie others claim strangers driving
By Lode Tracy
make
trouble.
Stempel
shook
his
head
burg Coal office, 136 Broadway. Both by would 110t know why
ECNORA.BLE PETER STIRLING ST. ELMO
the bell was New Orleans Nan Values'Very Highly and went on addressing
O'Donnell,
envelopes.
J.
James
phones Tilb. 3.
By Paul Leicester Ford
ringing, and get right Op on the
Lis "Lucky" Horse
"But what do you think of it?" Tansy
By Augusta Evans
General Manager.
track to endanger their lives before
Chestnut
ABROAD
WITH
THE JIMMIES
persisted. "Don't you think that WSJ
RUPERT OF HINTZAU
realizing the danger. Those against
By Lilian Bell
pretty good swimming?" By Antborly Hope
"I wouldn't sell that thing fcr $1,000
the bells believe that r,he only safe
THE BISHOP'S CARRIAGE
"Well," said Stempel, slowly.and so
WEER HOADLErS SECRET
way is to have the watchman there If I lost it I'd hunt for It like the bony, "I don't believe it. No,
By Miriam Michelson
sir, I
By Arthur W. Maeelimont
to warn the people in person and knights of King Arthur 1211-o:ter! the don't believe it. I know what the MisHoly Grail. That thing exorcised a
not trust to the bells.
sissippi current is and I know what a
AND A INUNDAND ()TUNAS
Charmer! Miller is not partial te hoodoo that bung about me for fly' leg raft is to tow. I doubt if a strong
How They Stand.
thing
That
rears.
stays
with me till swimmer
either way and said the mutter had
could make lb miles in two
W. L. Pct.
CALL AND EXAMINE OR WRITE
FOR COMPLETE LIST
been suggested to him *hoop bells I die."
hours and 19 minutes without towing
Vincennes
... so hi .617
tale,
All
with
great
eenviction.
try,
but until their conference with etupanything. I don't want to be offensive
Jacksonville
the Kansas City Star. about a little and
42 39 .519 erintendknt Egan,
it may be that Dixie was misinthey do not know
buckeye incased in a small gold cage
Cairo
42 39 •519
what the committee will recommend
formed, but I can't bring myself to bethol
hung
watch
on
Herbert
Paducah
,
the
fob of
..... 39 40 494
lieve that his uncle ever did such a
Herring, a New ()nuns man.
Dativale
.• • 37 45 -451
thing."
Mattoon
32 48 -400 Afternoon Refreshments fu' Simonet. "Up to September 7, 1900, I had
Ofoourse that tickled Tansy. As I said.
been the vietfrn of bad luck of one Tansy was
always showing Stempel of,
For summer lawn parties, and after Port and another," he said. "That day He made a great pretense of being
Today's Schedule.
Galveston.
going
was
to
Fri
It
was
noon tees tee following receipts are
Paducah at Jacksonville.
friendly with him, and Stempel didn't
day. I recollect that the train was see through
rec mune nded.
Vincennes at Mattoon.
him at first and talked to
First among the list of receipts are delayed half a do-', times before it him more freely than he did to any of
Cairo at Danville.
some for sandwitches, which may ac- reached the city, and I was fuming. the others. Tansy came to us and told
We got there at last and just as I us what
company
Stempel thought about this, 130 S. THIRD STREET;
salad, or may be served with
Jacksonville 5. Pad- :ah 2.
PADUCAH. KY
was leaving my ear I saw this buck- that and
the other—what this fellow did
Jacksonville, Ill.. July o.—Inabili- iced tea, tea punch or some such bev- eye lying on the opposite
Deal
1
and what the other fellow said and, alty to hit Fox lost for the visitors erage.
picked it up and put it in my pocket
Chicken eandwitches--Nhake ycrar I bad intended going to the Black thoogh we knew that Tansy had corktoday. The locals were able to hit
sand witches from cattier • white or hotel that night but after picking up screwed his opinions out of him, we got INSURE
when hits meant runs. The score:
a little bare all the same, because what
t he brown breast, lasing dine:slices •1 that buckeye I suddenly changed my Stempel said
about us, being the truth,
chicken,
seasoned
with
and
milt
pepmind. A good Twiny resets at the hit us hard occasionally.
Jacksonville
3 .7 1
per,
or else prepare the chicken as Black hotel perished la the flood next
Paducah
2 5 3
'
One day Tansy told me that he had
Batteries: Fox and Belt; Asher and follows. Stew a fend in a casserole night.
asked
Stempel what he thought of me
until the meat falls from the bones.
*later on at New Oriettns I was out and Stempel
Downing.
replied that he didn't care
Season well and keep entomb liquor fishing in a catboat With three other
to say.
arbund the chicken to have one quart men A opal] struck es The others,
Mattoon 5, Vincennes 3.
"I asked him if that didn't mean that
broth well done. Put the chicken who could swim, were drowned
I be had not a very
Mattoon. Ill., July 24 --Mattoon of
favorable opinion of
thernerh a 'n'eat chopper, setting aside tone swim a stroke but I had my you,"
Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
said Tansy, "and he said at last Office 306 Broadway
again won. The score:
all pieces of skin and tough men- buckeye and I was saved. After that that It did.
He went on to say—"
✓ h e
'bra-re. Fill a mold and pour enough I had the thing exei In this gold case.
I told him that if be told me what
Mattoon
5 7 4 broth over it to cover. Put a heavy And that's why I treasure it."
Stempel
went on to say I'd punch his
Vincennes
3 .7 2 weight .on the mold and set awey in
head and that stopped him. I was hot,
'Batteries: Farrell,. Matteson • and
Europe's
Jewelry
Center.
a coil glace over night. Use one loaf
Pforzheim is a city of about 65,00( though, and after I'd thought it over I
McClelland; Jokers( and Johnston. of
brown bread) am:tone of white, cutpopulation and is devoted almost ex- went to Stempel and told him that I had
ting very shin, and having a slice of
clusively to the manufacture of jewel- beard he hadn't a high opinion of me.
Cairo ro, Danville r.
earth for a sandwitch.
Batter the ry, there being about 500 factories
"Did Tansy tell you that?" he asked.
Danville. Ill., July aholoe the bread
.on the loaf before cutting and
-He did, and before all the crowd," I
game today Cairo scored almost at Lay a piece of the pressed chicken where levrelry is made. It is the Jew- replied.
"Now It's up to you to explain."
elry center of Europe. The various
will
The score:'
between each layer of brad and cut manufacturers are very energetic and
"Did he tell you what else I said—
✓ h e each slice diagonally across. This is
are careful to study the wants of their' what I based my opinion on?" he asked,
Cairo
to II 3 enough for 18 people.
customers and endeavor to please thera gently.
Danville
T
7 6
"No, he didn't," I said. "I wouldn't
(Ave sandwitebes—evial(e these of regarding deigns, prices and terms of
Batteries: Hatch• and Quesster; brown bread, chopping the ()lives and sale. From present indications
tbe stand for 1i"
Fleming and Ott.
"Then I'll tell you," said Stempel, and
adding a little thick mayonnaise to shipment of jewelry to the Philippines
form the filling.
will amount to about $100.000 for the be told me. It was pretty plain,straight
Budweiser, king of bottled hear. in
Olive and cheese sandwitches—Mix fiscal year. With the American manu- talk and I'm bound to say it was true.
family size cases of two dozeo cream cheese with chopped olives or facturer's advantage in distance and I think it did me good. Anyway, I took
bottles to the ciat delivered to any pine-4as. and spread on buttered gra- machinery—as much of the Pforzheim It and Stempel and I are good friends
part of the city ou short notice. An- ham bread.
jewelry Is made by hand---it appenis now.
But it didn't end there. I told Wilson
hauser-Busch Brewing association
Cheese and not sandwitches—hrake that we rbould capture more of the
and
Dixie about it and the next mornbranch. Both phones IN. J. IL the Oiling with chopped English wal- trade of the islands.
ing when we were all together Dixie
nut meats and Swiss cheese, and
Stettin, manager.
turned suddenly to Stempel and asked
Influence of Irving.
spread on rye or graham bread.
To Irving more than any other man him what he thought of Tansy.
Hein and olive eareNvitchee—Maloe
W ESTERN KENTUCKY FARM i•
ettrottiontiounromnutroomunon=tro
Tansy grinned. He thought be was MDUCAH REAi,
Is
due the change that has taken place
of white bread, tong finely chopped
MONTHLY PAYMENT
IS FOR INVESTMENT, 117ES'45rAN
going
to
get
a
few
boquets.
or grated hane olives and parsley for in London in recent years in the soda)
KEINTUCKV REAL hSTATE jOURNAI AND PRICE LST
"I'd
prefer
not
to
say,"
said
Stempel.
positron of actors—a change which has
the filling.
'REP TO EVERYDODY, SEND FOR Li.
We all shouted. Wilson said: "You
White sondwitches—Use for filling come within my own memory, writer know what Stempel means when he
says
EDU •• 44 W. SIP./ T
iteereemeepho.
finely cut celery mixed with mayon- E. S. Nadal, in Serthnerer. When I that, Tansy."
first went to London In 1670 note were
naise. using white bread.
It didn't tease Herbert, though. Be
dah
Cavaire mixed with IT-Tittle lemon no actors in society Whene came beck was cocksure that he stood ace high.
1877 there were a good many of
juice also makes a good filling, and In
"Tell 'em what you think of me, old
although not them to be seen about. There wse man," he said to Stempel. "I'd like to
lettuce oantewitches,
growing up a oociety which sits corn
know myself."
new, are always popular
posed of succeesful artists. ihe new
"I don't tht.i.it you would," said StemUSUSUR:SMOttlittUMIRS:=1
rich people, and the professional
pel.
classes, with a sprinkling of such of
I m not eshful, old felkhee go
the older society as had a fancy for
ahead," said Tansy.
art and the theater. In that society
-- you insist on it
"ir
I'll tell you.- Y,N1k1
LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
NEWthe a:tors had not only a good, but s
Stempel, who was rather pale. "I'm
distingoished place.
sorry to my that I consider you Mellon:PhOSIthateS
orable. Inasmuch as you have betrayed
Queer Sunday Law.
my confidence in you, and insincere, inOLDIn Spain drug stores are permitted tasmuch as you have
ARE GOOD. OUR
prefessed frienddrugs
sell
all
de,*
on
Sanday. bug ahip for me to my face
to
and make fun of
:o deal in perfumery on that dilk Is
me to others. I don't consider you dee%
r rt/
enlawful.
Candy
".
cannot
lawfu:ly
be
cent. If it's the plain truth you want,
4
,
, eld later than 11 o'clock in the fore- there you have It"
.
• eoon unless no clerks or aesistants are
Short and sweet, wasn't it? It ought
l'IZA Of.' % mployed. Proprietors may
s.
li s 4
keep open to have done Tansy good
if it didn't,"l.:.V. 10
t' I ,i'
1 .. L r.:. 1
BL t.
all day if they do the work themselves Chicago Record-Her
ald.
Int======1
CHERRY. IS saruilt.
Russia Then and Now.
Tempered with Mercy.
Next to Kentucky Theatre on N orth Fifth street they can s aye yob
Times have not changed much la a, Nlohrary Jake (leader of vigilantes)
century. In 1601 it Was said that Al--I —Greaser Pete, yer 'n ornery, sneakIn' money, and take your old wheel i ii exchange. WE WANT AN UNexander I. rode in a procession througe !boss thief 'nd don't d'sarve no marey LIMITED NUMBER OF SECON D HAND BICYCLES.
the atreetsoof St. Petersburg preoedei whatsumever; but th' boys 've decided
Remember this Is che cheapest h ouse in town on Bicyles and everySEVENTH. AND B1OADWAY. by the allaeing (Ye his soordtather, t' give ye a ch'ice atwix' suicide and a
followed by the of his
- end violent death. Now, leech dye preens? thing for bicycles. Parts furnished( for any make o; wheel.
TI:L. lit.
Expert
0
surrounded by his own.
..-1Peoh
machinists is our repair shop. AU work ousasatmd.
.— .
•
,
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pRINTING

THAT PLEASES
Phones:

Our Pure Fruit

4 20

202R

KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.

HAYES

I

Before Trading Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYCLIC°

MOURNING IN JAPAN.
xcursion Rates Via. me Seutnern
In Done in Private and Not Paraded
Railway from Louisville.
Before the Eyes of the
St. Paul, Mina—cet.eo, yuly 23, 24,
Public.
25, and 26. Return limit leaving St.
In Japan people who have suffered
Paul July 3rst, 25c validation fee.
• bereavement not only do not put en
St. Paul, Minn.--416.00, Augast rex mourning, but after the blow has
An;,; Ulla 31, fallen they make their next appear
ia L.8.1 {. ••• •g•
fame,
with prvilege of extension to Septem- am* with a Bottle upon their
Accordhappened.
as
if
nothing
had
cents.
ber 3oth on payment of eo
Int to Lafc.-Mo Hearn, this is not
In
the sraallelt sense an evidence of
Puand
Springs
Denver, Colorado
indifference.
The Japanese, he de
eblo, Col.—$*0*. Oa sale gaily to clares, suffer as keenly from a beof
limit
September 30th, with return
reavement as any other people. The
October 31st.
purpose of the practice is wholly to
spare
the feel Ings of other people.
Ashville, N. C.—$z5.pe. On sale To betray feelings of sorrow be to afreturning
good
daily the year round,
flict those about us. The mien or
within six months.
garb of grief aMicts, therefore it is
Impossible for a courteous person to
Low Homeseekers Rates to many wear It. So reason the Japanese. In
points in the southeast, west and order that no thought of pain shall
southwest on first and third Tues- pass from the sufferer to his neighbor,
days of each month, June to Novem- the sufferer wears the aspect of contentment. ever though hie heart le
ber inclusive.
For additional information, tickets, breaking.
Our own r•'''-e is quite the reetc., call on any agees of the Souththe sufferer, not
verse. It son
ern Railway or address.
that not only
order
East
his
In
tre
friends.
A.,
P.
T.
LOGAN,
J. P.
May all know that be Is In sorrow.
Main street, Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUN GERFORD, D. P. Ae bat that some drop of that sorrow
may pus from him to those about him,
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
bereaved person wears black. The
tbe
St.
A.,
P.
G.
A.
C. B. ALLEN,
purpose of wearing mourning
direct
Louis, Mo.,
Is not, we may be assured, to make
an ostentation of grief, as some op
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 126 ponents of the practice have thought.
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
Wetly assumed. It is rather to spare
the bereaved from the chance re
The best coal in Paducah.
marks of those who are ignorant of
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
his afdiction. It is worn that they
may know, and avoid questions or
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
that may
EXCURSION BULLETIN: blundering observations
wound him. But even in thin worthier
and, we believe, truer view of the
Henderson, Ky.—Grand Lodge K.
purpose of mourning emblem., the
of P. of Kentucky. Dates of sale July person whose comfort Is considered is
to
.23rd, 24th and 25th, 1906, limited
the sufferer. The many are called
Round trip rate upon to share in his woe to some exJuly 28th, 1906.
43-85.
tent The emblem is the token of their
compassion, not the emb••- zzlement of
The annual $5.00 excursion to Chi- his grief.
cago via. I. C. R. R. will be run
Tuesday, August 21st. A great many THE PANAMA SITUATION.
people are preparing to take advan14=ft:diens
tage of this special excursion, which Freedom from Ordinary
GovAmerican
the
of
Illithe
run
by
popular
most
is the
nois Central railroad.
Opening Shoshoni Indian Reservation—Tickets on sale to Worland or
Shoshoni, Wyo., from now until July
.39th, 1906, limit August isth, 1906.
Round trip rate $3110.
Owensboro, Ky—Seven Hills Chautauqua. Dates of sale August 1st
to 21st, 1906, limit August 22nd, 1906.
Round trip rate $5.7o, limit three days
from date of Saie. Round trip rate
$4 75:
Washington, D. C.—Negro Young
Peoples' Christian and Educational
Congress. Dates of sale July 27th,
30th and 31st, 1936, limit August 8th,
1906, by depositing ticket and paying
ice of 50 cents, limit can be extended
to September 8th, 1906 Round trip
rate $21.50.
Lexington, Ky.—National Grand
Lodge United Brothers of Friendship
and Sisters of the Mysterious Ten.
Dates of sale July 21;0, 30th and
August 1st, 1906, limit August 5th,
1906. Round trip rate $9.35.

For the third, and, let us hope, for the
last time, a study of the Panama situation has begun. The conditions confronting the United States government
differ radically, however, from those
which confronted the French companies,
or that would confront any private company that can be organized. For the
outlay made by the American government actual property or a full equivalent
ln work has been obtained, and no unnecessary capital of wasted money
weighs down the enterprise. By the cession to the American government by the
new Republic of Panama of•strip of
territory ten miles wide from ocean to
ocean. in perpetuity, all question of a
concession life is permanently removed;
and, finally. inasmuch as the American
government will not have to consider a
canal from the point of view of returning
a large profit on an investment, and as
It can obtain the necessary funds at an
Interest charge certainly one-hall of
what would have to be paid by a private
organization it is obvious that plans can
be considered that will involve a much
larger capital investment, and that will
require more time for completion. In
short, the American government is free
from ordinary limitations. Therefore
the question before the government and
its advisers is: What is the best type
of canal to construct, and how should it
be constructed?

SOME GOOD EATERS:
WNW ENGLAND APPETITES AU
NOT DELICATE.

NONNOTERS ARE MANY.

Every one of the 46 states has a
Eighteen Eggs Fried Were Only an different law as to voting, and the pro
visions of these election laws operate
Appetiser and Par from the
to exclude from the suffrage in ose
Record—GreatDestroystate Maas who retain It in another.
ers of Food.
Thee, Florida exclaim 'Idirsta and
duellists."
the two olesses being apThe men who do the hard work and
breathe the bracing air of dawn east windy included as ass.
New Hampaistre einiadee
have never been Mated for delicacy 05
whimsicality of appetite; but some re leaning them as them Ale=
cent exhibitions of food destruction bared from mother taxes in their sown
have excited the wonder of the native. ragout Rhoda based,grouge paupers
and the admiration of visitors, says a and lematioe teigether. Washington
exchstiee beitimis„ but not Miasma*,
Bangor (Me.) report.
The other night a tall, gaunt man Oregon excluder Cktneanene bet net Inwandered into a Bangor lunch room, diana. Mania inaturies `Indiana and
and after scanning the bill of fare fox paupers' In one eategory, and Michisome minutes, hesitatingly asked foe gan imbibe Iodises sad duettists.
Teem ben a inreeping provision. It
some fried eggs. He ate what was
betake
"Iiista, gempara lunatics,
set before him and liked it no sdi
that he ordered mors. than more and thed litotes soldiers, seamen sod
more, and so on until he bad consumed madam- The purpose 01 th111 provision is to prevent soldiers if army
a1: orders.
As they serve fried eggs in that, pasta in Teem from wetter there it
lunch room the six orders comprised: they hall from ether states, and la
18 fried eggs, 13 slices of bread and not a reminder of the reostidrectica
six cups of coffee. When he had fin- period. fer Indiana and Ohio have the
ished, the tall man, who was from same provision of law.
California excludes idiots, Chinese,
Prince Edward Island, carelessly rethe
Insane, and those found guilty of
marked that he was not feeling very
well that night, and as he didn't fancy felony, making no distinction between
the boarding house grub he had come the four alma& Idabe excludes bigover to town to get something light to amists and polygamists, but Utah has
no such provide* booth Dakota Si'
tempt his appetite.
eludes
the., convicted of treason, and
The captain of a coasting schooner
In the port of Bangor told his cook to North Dakota has a like prodsion,
buy a roast of beef, some beefsteak sad though prosecutions for treason in
some sliced ham, together sith a cab- these two states are prodigally unbage and other vegetablei and four known. Mississippi groups together
dozen eggs. The cook did as he was in the excluded class 'persons who
ordered and served the roast beef for have not paid their taxes and big
&mists."
dinner.
Michigan excludes the "Downes" at
The captain ate until the platter was
as bare as Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spratt duels and Minaegota Indians "lacking
Tennessee
could have made it, and then looked customs of civilization."
raises no qualifications as to sanity
up expectantly and asked:
"Where's all the rest o' that truck?'' and Wisconsin excludes these who be4
"What truck" asked the bewildered on elections in that state.
e°
;
kteak an' other stuff," replied the
captain.
"Why, I supposed you wanted those
thing for supper, or—"
"Supper be hanged!" roared the skipper. "Get something else for supper.
When you buy grub for dinner cook
It, an' don't be tryin' to starve me to
death. I'm no vegetarrier!"
Down ia Calais they tell of a man
who got up hungry the other morning and hunted around for something
to eat. He boiled and ate 2'1 s,and
anding that they were good freak eggs
fried and ate 19 more, winding up with
a quart of mixed pickles and seven
biscuits.
The smallest sailor man who ever
sailed out of Bangor, Little Johnny
Mills, was famed for his underdeck
capacity. One day on board the
schooner Ruth Darling he ate his own
dinner and also the share of two other
members of the crew who had gone
ashore and failed to come back. Then
as he sat on the rail smoking his pipe,
Johnny astonished the cook by saying:
"It's poor grub and little of it ye
have aboard o' this one. It's close
steerin' a man has to get a bit an' a
sup."
"Why, Johnny, what more would
you have on top o' that big b'lled dinner?" asked the cook.
"Oh, well," replied Johnny, as he
rolled his eyes aloft. "Oh, well, I'm
thInkin' I could get away right now
with a good bunk o' mutton an' a few
tirades, an' a plate o' pundin' an' a bit
o' • loaf o' rye bread an'—an' half a
gallon o' ale-0."

Cyclone losurdoce

"Idiots sad Duelist," Are Barred in
Florida—Other Odd
Prevision*

Louisville, Ky.—Special excursion
train leaves 8:5o a. m., Sunday, July
29th, i906, tickets good returning on
-excursion train only, leaving LouisLong-Zange Electricity.
HAD NO PREJUDICE.
ville 4:00 Q. M., July 31st, 1906.
the Victoria fans to WitwatersFrom
Round trip rate $2.00. Tickets on
distance of 700 miles, engineers
sale at city office, 510 Broadway, Sat- Woman Shows Very Clearly His rand, a
propose to carry electrical power to
Lock of Feeling Against
urday, July° 28th, also Sunday mornmine South African gold. They are conIndians.
ing, July 29th
vinced the plan will be commercially
In a northern California town •sue successful, especially as the dry climate
Minneapolis and St Paul, Minn.—
posed murder has been committed. re- Is most favorable, while there Is no ice
National Encampment Grand Army lates Lippincott's Magazine.
In the rivers to interfere with the work
cf the Republic. Dates of sale AugThe half-breed wife of an Indian bag of the turbines and no snow to break
ust nth, lath and 13th, 1905, return had died, as the husband said, from down the transmission linen It is estilimit August 31st, Igoe; by deposit- natural causes, and was buried with- mated that in the driest season 600,000
ing ticket and paying fee of so cents out the usual formalities being first horse power could be developed. The
lickets can be extended to September complied with. After a lapse of two available head of water is &bola 330
joth, 1906. Round trip rate $14.80.
weeks the Do ly was disisterred by the feet, but a head of 1,000 feet could be obAtlantic City, N. J. and return— authorities, at the instance of a par- tained by engineering works of a com$23.70. Dates of sale August and, ticular enemy of the accused, and paratively light type. This would propower.
1906, return limit August 138h, 1906. marks of violence, as the Informer duce about 1.000,000,000 horse
$15,u00.000 is spent annually
At
present
were
found
upon
stated,
the
de/ Train No. 104 August 9th, 19°6, re- ceased.
on the Rand for power.
turn limit August 23rd, 1906. August
/
was
The
prosecuting
attorney
exam.
16th 1906 return, limit August 3ist,
Chance for the Church.
InIng the talesman to ascertain if any
1906.
A missionary in southwestern Oregon,
were
prejudiced
of
them
against
Niagara Falls, N. Y. and return.apologizing for the infrequency of his
417.05. Dates of sale—trains No. 122
•
, Talesman Taylor was upon the stand letters, explains: "My days have been
and No. ma July 27th and No. 104 undergoing a rather stiff cross-exam- spent in the saddle, and at night I am
!
July 28th, 1906, return limit August (nation.
either too tired to write or elm I have
.84h, 1906. Train No. 122 and No. 102 "Did an Indian do you or your ram- no place or opportunity to write at all.
August 8th and No. toe August 9th, 11/ any harm at any timer' asked the Lest Thursday I mule 55 miles on horsebalk, over a rough trail. Solid virgin
20th. prosecutor.
too& return limit Allan
forests for 40 miles and not a dwelline
Trains No. I 22 and tos August 24th
"No," replied Taylor.
and No. 104 August 25th, 1906, return
"Did you or any of your family ever pince to stop. I am now on the northern
Svntember 6th. 1906.
have dealings or trouble with an In- end of Lake Klamath, Klamath county,
the most southern country in Oregon. It
Old Point Comfort, Va., and re- dian?"
a lumber and logging country. The
is
Taylor,
replied
"except
that
•
"No,"
'turn, $18.70. Tickets will be sold for
church is unknown here. God is not
trains 122 and. 102 of August to* my wife's mother was killed by an
thought of and Sunday is like other
and tog on August itth, 1906, limited, Indian."
days. The church has'a great open door
to August 25th, 1906.
In these regions."
Good Advice.
Asheville,r)L. CiAnnual Convention
Magistrate—So you want to get s
.Commercial Law teasue of Armlike. separation from your wife? What's
Wanted It at Once.
Dates of sale July 28, 29, and 3oth the matter with her?
"I disown you," cried the angry pa
1906 limit August 9th, -sea. By deApplicant—She behaves most brutal- rent; "I shall cut you off with a shilpositing ticket and ,paying fee of ly toward me. She treats me like a ling!"
ditty edits ticket* can be extended dog and works me like a horse.
"Yes, sir," replied the erring sou
in September 3otb, tgo6. Round trip
"I'm afraid, my good man, I can do meekly, "and might I have that shilling
mate $15.25.
nothing for you. You'd better go to now?"—Life.
3. T. Donovan, Agent. City the Society for the Prevention' of
Cruelty to Animals "—Jugend.
Office sto Broadway.
Accommodating.
R. M. Prather, Agent Union
"Very sorry—all my daughters are alNot Pretty Then.
Deli*
engaged."
"Hateful thing, she Is!" exclaimed ready
"Ah, well, never mind; I'll call again
Mies Pretty. angrily., "I'm glad I'm
• Almoin every coal dealer claims not as mean as she Is. I'm as much next time there's a vacancy."—Sphere.
coal is the best but there Is only,above her as--"
one coal thee, can prove it. The Pitts- I -Tut! tut!" Interrupted her fiance,
Bather a Different Thing.
"Now. Mr. Green. where are you go,
burg Coal otfice, 125 Broadway. Both "remember that rosebud mouth of
phones Ito. 3. James J. 'O'Donnell, 'lbws cetr-es to no • rosebud when It ingi Are you training for a race?"
General Manager.
begins to blow."—PhIladelphla Ledgee, -No!" shouted Mr. Green in return,
"VISic4litkr

$6.001FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS AP
,

Abram L Well & Cos,
Campbell:Buildirg.

Both Phones 369

a

AMID

Our Handsome
Spring
Fabrics
ARE NOW ON
DISPLAY

AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL
FIND
THE
CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AP.
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES.
WE STAND FOR EVERY
GARMENT
WE
TURN OUT.

Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway.

MERCHANT TAILORS

INNOVATION IN COSMETICS
Cream

of Golden-Frown Used to
Lend the Appearanee of
Sunburn.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY aoth, :go&

SOUTH BOUND
"It is a new idea." said the per
Las',.
Cincinnati
turner. "I began it by way of a joke
learre Louisville
It is selling like hot cakes."
He rubbed a little of the odd cream Leave Owensboro
on the back of his hand, and lo, his Leave Hbrse Branch
white, soft hand was as brown as • Leave Central City
sailor's.
Leave Nortonville
"We have become such an out-of' (Aare Evansville
door trople," he said, "teat a fine gold. Leave Nashville
brown sunburn is more highly prized Leave
Hopkinsvide
by us than the most delicate rose and
Leave Pr'nceton
lily bloom.
"With this idea in mind, I expert- Aerie, Paducah
mented till I found • harmless cream Lonve Paducah
that would give the effect perfectly of Aerive Fulton
a gold-brown 'auburn, and that would Arrive Gibbs, Tenn
tisappear gradually. in a week or tee, Aerie. Rives
Aveiro Jackson
en reel sunburn does.
put this cream on the market. arrive Mieniphis
From the wart It add tremendously,
rrive New Orleans
Men and women alike beer it And g
Is boned net only by Ow clerk is
NORTH BOUND
etemographer, who never gets out la
Leave New Orleans
the atm but often by dee rink Mier,
wbaes life to altogether an openaft Sam Memphis
one, stnee the latter very frequently Sawa Jackson, Tenn.
oanburns in an ugly weiy—an tallamed. talevis Rives
Iscariot elan, blisters, peeling—'end raj Ohm Felton
preparation ebonies an that, giving Arrive Paducah
him the only sunburn that Is worth Iblave Paducah
while, the goid-hrown one.
Arrive Princeton
"Moore I sell one jar of skin bleach hartst Hopkinsv:Be
I mil two of this gedd-brown sunburn arrive Nashville
areent."1
Aerie* Evansville
Nortonville
ASHAMED OF THEIR HABIT
Central City
Home Stanch
Clay-Eaters of North Oarolina Have
• Owensboro
Acquired a Vicious
SWIM Louisville .......
Taste.
Solve Cleeinnati
'Thee clay-eaters are hardy, but pale
The clay is a deep yellow, with I
smooth,sweet taste, something Rae yei
low jack molasses candy."
The ethenologist had just returned
NORTH BOUND
from North Carolina, where he had beer Sikes Paducah
studying the famous colony of clayAllarera Carbondale
eaters.
*spiv. Chicago
"They are all of English descent," no
ire St. Louis
continued, "and they talk with e
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marked English accent. They are a lit
SOUTH SOUND
No. 3os
tie ashamed of their habit. They deto
No. 375
7:45 4m
It at first to strangers. But this sham, Ilbeave St. Louis
9'40 P mLeers Chicago
2:50 *M.
swoon disappears.
6:2o p.m.
Leave Cabondale
"The clay is eaten raw, cut into mune
11:40 a.m
7:03 a.m.
Arrive Paducah
cakes. Sometimes it is breaded, ant
it:oo am.
3:35 p.m.
served with molasses or maple sirup
Sometimes, again. it Is mixed witt
CAIRO-N ASEV I LLE
sweet potatoes in a pudding.
••••••
"I tried it. The taste was sickenini
NORT
BOUND
tot-fiot
to me. I could no more have eaten lb.
135-835
loathsome stuff than I could have eater Leave Nashville
li:to a.m.
a plug of chewing tobacco.
Leave
11:20
Hopkinsville
A.M.
6:40 a.m.
•
"The clay is found near the miners Leave Princeton
2:33 p.m.
7:45 a.m.
streams. They'ate It first from hunger
Arrive Paducah
9:25 Cm,
4:15 P.m.
due to crop failures. But they eat It now
Leave Paifrucali
6:15 p.m.
9:30 a.m,
se the Chinese pat opium. because they
.
Arrive Cairo
7.45 p.ra.
17:10 a.m.
forniefi
heve
a victims taste tor it."
A rr - ve St. Imuis
7:20 a.m.
4:30 p.m.
Arrive Chicago
6'30 2.01,
9:30 9.113.
. For Charity.
Ho—Was your charity entertainment
SOUTH BOUND
I22-822
t36-836
successful?
Leave
Chicago
6:30
p.m.
9:40 a.m.
She—Splendid. We had a royal time
I:so p.m.
9:40 P.m.
our pictures In the papc a, and Leave St.Leuis
6:oo a.m.
everybody sad we did just lovely. We Leave Cairo
5:53 Pm
Arrive Paducah
took in $2,000, too.
7:45 ant
7:40 Pm.
"Then I suppose you cleared quite a Leave Paducah ,
750 a.m.
m
nice sum for the hospital."
Arrive Princeton .
9:29 am
44
3
:
:5 P
P 111117
:
"Well—nct exactly. You sea the ex- Arrive Hopkinsville
6:10 p.m.
•
.
pense, were very heavy and after the Arrive, Nashville
.
.
dmil
Pmand
hire,
the
carriage
costumes and
the flowers and the baaeuet to the perTrains marked (C) run daily except Sunday. Ali other trains rem
formers were all tesid for, It left only daily. Train. 103 and ma
carry through sleepers between Mideast%
about 960 for the hospital. But every, Memphis
and
New
Orleans;
trains Tot and 102 sleepers between Lodebody said it was a big eueoesa."—Bai
/ride, Memphis and New Orleans, Trains Pot and 822 sleepers betweele
American
re
Who
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with Chicane •
deeper. For further information, address,
Between the Eyes.
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
-It will be soon enough, Miss °wins:
If I return this book the next time
R. M. PRI•THER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Padneah,
I call, won't it?"
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo iisville, Ky.
"Why, certainly. Mr. Feathertop
TOTIN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
There's no hurry about it An) time
S. G. HAT , G. P. A., Aims. NIL
within the next six months wUL do."—
W. H. 2
D. P. A.,
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JEWS IN ENGUSH SOCIETY
COLORADO DEPUTY'S SHOT CHINA GETS NO RAILROADS

First-Class
Watch Work

E. H. PURYEAR,

The Excellent Welcome and StandSheriff's Aid Who Could Do Wonder- Not Benefited
in That ..4,pspect ty
ing Which They Find in Saful Things with ate
the Japan-Rua-At
lons at Court.
Revolver.
War,
Roorns 5 and 6 Register Building
In England and in London, where so
While Deputy Sheriff William RonAfter the war Is over C 2a find,
many different social wheels fit within
523 I-2 Broa
N tw
aldeon was in the once "bad" town of herself
dwa,k3n
Paedu4
coo
ah.,
wheels, there still exist some very close
in status quo as f 'tut raft
Coffeyville, Kan., he got some of the
Co
roads go. The war is credited with
and carefully preserved circles. These
Dalton eplrit in his veins and listened
little influence in producing the prac SPECIALTIES:
are, for the most part, composed of the
to the stories of how four of the Dal. tical deadlock
members of very old and very proud
in railway construciion
tons met death at the hands of one now obtaining
Abstracting of Titles,
English nobility and gentry, and this
in the celestial empire
man stationed in asged sed.ahoothig An adequate
Insurancc, Corporation and
railroad system would ti,ccterie of families Is as haughtily rethrough a knotholw
Denver a woneiar worker, so great are its pos
'erred and as exclusivegas the carefully
Amitl Estate Law.
Times. They Wagldson sibLlitlee, but while the Chiut.i.e
hedged about aristocracy of Austria or
stories of what c
preelate the need of soale railroLdei
old France, says Lady Broome, in
tons were arid
off to supplement the work of their men
Alnalee's.
every man that
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
streets als and coolies, they hare no realith
Regarded, however, as a whole, I do
with a gun.
Lion
of
the
developm
ent
of
not
think
a
countrs,
I can truthfully say that Lon°MEL
IM
LAWYER.
When tie Denver degitfty was on the by railroads.
The amount of goods
don society is quite so difficuR to enter
train some stranger entered into a con- transported by
coolies and in northern
or so chary of new blood and newcomversation about what crack shooters China by carts is
almost beyond beers as is the accredited and empowered
there were in Kansas about the time lief. In the interior
of the greater por- Will practice in all courts of Kersand established smart sat which rules
the Dalton. blew into Coffeyville and tion of the country coolies
and canals
and regulates, in, let us say, New York.
tacky.
secured several thousand dollars from carry all the freight.
Did you swallow your share a dust last night? I have a full line of
What this means
In the first place London society is
a bank.
can
be understood fairly when it is
much too big and made up of too mane
Ronaldson said: "Yes, there were known that there is
practically no
differeut elements in order painstakingJ. C. Flournoy
Cecil Re
some good marksmen there, but it is railroad service at
all In the more
ly to examine into and consider the aneasy to hit a man with a Winchester populous and richest parts
of an mtecedents and qualifications of every
in Colorado we use a Colt almost ex. Oro of 400,000,000 peol.le or
etc., various grades and various prices.
more.
man and woman who knocks for admis- elusively
. Of course, we have no crack &lost of the roads ate s Arcely
LAWYERS.
worthy
sloe to its agreeable cirole. It welcomes,
marksmen, but I believe I might pick the name. In the northern
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
provinces
%halt hearty greeting, all amusing,
Rooms to, II and 12, Columbia Bldi.
off a prairie dog there while the train the traffic in carts of a rough
sort
cbeerful, interesting individuate, who Is moving."
PADUCAH, KY.
dominates the entire movement o'
conduct themselves decorously, and a
The stranger flashed a five-spot in goods to the seaboard. When
•
watergreat part of it. pleasantness lies in the Deputy Ronaldso
n's face and it was ways are frozen a great part of the
fact that it includes artists, authors, ac- covered.
Ronaldson snapped out his year this is of necessity the case.
It
tors, statesmen, dusky-skinned oriental 38-caliber
Colt and without much de La in such regions that the first boll
princes,
as
well
as
fairest
the
and
gay- liberation, and while the train was in of the
both Phones sot.
Attorney at Law.
132 South F,
,urth St., yas Kentucky Armenia
railroads has come. When the
est of American beauties, In its drawing- rapid motion, gent one Kansas
pral empire is served at all it is served
Room No. 5,
room gatherings.
Paducah.
de dog to the eternal sleep.
waterways. Along the Chinese coast Columbia
Bldg.
Kentucky.
Nothing. I think, Is more distinctive
Deputy Sheriff William Ronaldson there is a series of navigable
rivers
of what we might call the open door of Denver, was five
dollars to the good coming down from the interior, a
of good fashionable London society, as and friends on the sheriff's force
say series which has few equals the world OLIVER, OLIVER
MIGREG
contrasted with that of America, than they would take
a hundred simile' over. From the Yalu and Pei-Ho at
the excellent welcome and standing bets that Ronaldse could
n
do the same the north to West river, passing
which the well bred and well born Jews Rine times out of tan.
through Canton in the south, these
find not only in the salons of private inrivers seem to be formed to reach inOFFICES: Benton, Ky., rtar
dividuals, but at court as well.
land from the coast, connecting no
No descendants of the fellow voy- TALE OF A TAILLESS CAT. only the
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
coast cities with the interior
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is a toragers of the Conqueror hold better so Saline Had the Instinct
Room rya Fraternity Building.
cities,
but
Caudal
of
the
intelior
cities
present
with eacti
ture at the
time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
cial positions than do the Rothschild
other
by
Preserva
way
tion Without the
of the coast as welL New 'Phone
at present. Come one come all and hear his musc at 6o6
Old 'Phone 484.
family, for example, the Sassoons, or
114.
S. 4th•
About midway between the north and
Appendage.
St., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
the Bischoffesheime. I do not think we
south
the
great
4
Yangtse
reaches far
of the world. The Victor and th e Zonophone talking machines
can just find their equals among the se"It is well known that Manx cats into the interior, navigable almost to J. K. HENDRICK,
from Sio to Stoo put within the reach of the poor as well as the
f. G. MILLAR,
cant figures in any American cities, and have no Mils," says
a writer in the the westr.'n border of the empire, and
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
Lady Jessel and others of the very pup Scientific
American, "only
slight "ly its tributaries offering still further
WIL MARBLE.
set Hebrew blood carry their titles by stump', and that the offspring of such connections
with
interior
points
Inheritance from distinguished an
In other parts of the world, in the These streams are supplemented by
honored ancestors or by marriage Intc first generation at least, are in the canals, large and
small, until the whole
high Christian and English families same abnormal condition. While liv- Yangtse and Yellow
Remember my records for sale are Sin. 35c, to in. Soc. 12 in.
river plains are s
How
much the Jewish element in Lon- ing in Scotland 30 years ago we had a vast network of waterway
$1.00.
s designed
don society makes for charm and va Manx kitten given to us, which, al- originally largely for
We have high class operatic records from $1.00, Sa.00. Sy.00,
LAWYERS.
irrigation an'
rtety
is
easily
demonstrated by the su- though born there, was tailless. The now used also for transportation.
$4.00, Ss.00. All the latest leading opera stagers from Addalena
Practice
in all the courts of the
perb entertainments which the heeds oi door of our breakfast room was swimPatti, Mracella Sasetnbrich, Car auso and Sow-ate and Gaaorz and
state. Roth phones 31.
the Rothechilds and Bischoffesheim shutting, like most of the screen doors
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
IN
THE
LEAVES
OF PLANTS
families give throughout the season in In this country, bat opening only topiece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect .We
Rooms r, a and 3 Register BuildLondon
and
at
their
country
ward
inside.
the
homes,
Before
the kitten was Beauty and Fragrance of Infinite Va- ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
and
don't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine is
by the dignity, grace. aplomp and fnligrown be had learned to let himguaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
riety in the Myriad
beauty
of many of the leading Jewish self in by pushing from the outside,
discount* nor CUTS in PRICES. We
carry a full stock of
Forms.
hostesses: and in this and in the ready but never learned, although we often
need
and we will repair your broken Machines at liberal prices.
friendliness with which we are apt to tried to teach him, to pull it open from
The wonderful variety in the shape
We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your Zono.
M.
meet the stranger within our social the Inside.
of leaves is among the
phone.. I have soo new and latest music from
sources
ragtime to the
gates we have bad a leader and an ex"It was not, however, the opening of beauty in the world
OFFICE I20 NORTH FIETH
o ,.ants, sayr
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Amample In our crowned head, not only of of the door from the outside to which the London
TELEPHONES:
Spectator
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
'f hey vary
the kingdom, but of our social world I wish to call attention—any cat could from the
"simple" egg-snaped leaf of Residenc
from 7 p. ne to to p. m.. No pieces played twice and we piay
e
20
Office ass
as well.
bays easily learned to do that; but the the laurel or
the India rubber plant
from 73 to zoo pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
fact that invariably, after he had so to the intricate
and exquisite "cut
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will take
GREAT GERMAN RESORT. pushed it and got his body partially Ong" peen in those cf the maiden-hair
plesscure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
In, he made a rapid turn or whirl to tern, the
yellow briar-rose, the scan
machines, also care of records.
Natural Beauty and Charming Cli- prevent the tail that vas not there thus, or the
fig. The "cutting" in the
I remaki your talking machine friend
(but heredity impressed on him the different
mate of the Famous Laspecies of parsley is among
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
fact that it ought to have been) from
den-Elden.
the most elaborate of all; but it would
being caught between the closing door
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
--- be aiflIcult indeed to attempt to say
Baden-Baden. world -famed for its and its frame.
which is the most beautiful In form
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF Paducah and don't you
"This he did dozens of times every
curative waters. is exquisitely fair It
The wild geraniums are as elaborated
forget it. 6o6 S. 4th. St. Raducah. Ky.
its natural beauties and it the loving day so long as we had him, and was as the parsley,.
In some foreign
artistic etre given it by man througt always willing to show off before our plants the leaf
has the brilliant hue
eso NORTH FIFTH STREET
neighbors
,
he
as
never
seemed
to
reca long stretch of years. It offers some
commonly enjoyed only by flowers, the
4-1114.4. 11114.4•11114i4ns
thing to everyone—superlative natural ognize the fact that he had not a tall peinsettias
Both Phones 355
showing this in perfection
beauty to the lover of scenery, Les ci Like his neighbors."
with their pure vermilion leaves at the
Office
hours
fito to a, in., z to s
Quiet woodland, and ruins rich in sari
top of the stem. In what are known p. as. and 7 to so p.
CORAL-REEF FINANCE.
for the student of the past, a charmin,
to gardeners as "foliage plants," mainclimate and, while shorn of its formet
ly
from the tropical and subtropical
Applied
Term
to
the
Patient, Organic
glamour of wickedness in gaming life
regions, a scheme of color is given as a
Growth of Rothschild's
Its bandeome gardens, fine hotels ano
rule, ty the contrast in tint of the
Fortune.
gorgeously palatial casino hold quite
ribs and veins of the leaves with the
enough to entice the lover of pleasurr
na the first place," It should be re- tissues filling in the network se foamed.
and frivolity for a stay of several weeke
EYE, EAR, NOSE A ND
membere
d that the Rothschild fortune Milky white, bright yellow, crimson
writes Grace Isabel Colbron, in Four
THROAT.
is not industrial," says Vance Thomp- or red usually marks the framework of
Track News.
the leaf, while the "filling" is dark
son,
who
writes
"The
of
Rothschi
lds of
Office and Residence, Iloorsi 3 414 4.
The gay life that once flowed up and
France," in Everybody's. "It has ab- green. In other plants this scheme of
Columbia Building.
down the Lichtenthaler Alley, with It
ornamen
t la reversed. ,
sorbed many industries and many railbroad roadway and splendid prom
Phone to41--Red
Scents and perfumes, not less delienade, and circulated in and about tilt ways—like the ligne du Nord—but alcious
than
those
distilled
from flow
terrace and great halls of the cesie, ways by political and financial coups.
era and blossoms, aro often given out
when the gaming tables attracted tie And it is the least frenzied of finance.
By reason of Its slow, cold, patient ac- by leaves. There are those who pro
devotees of pleasure from all the cap
cumulation one might call it (since less to detect a purer and more deli
Oats of Europe, still graces Badee
DENTIST.
phrases are the mode) coral-reef cute odor in these leaf-scents than in
Baden during the three weeks of th,
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
finance, so solidly has it been built upin the perfume of flowers; and though
summer racing season. Many erownet
the dusk and silence of the underworld this Is a 'natter of personal taste and
heads of greater and lens derree (81
Co., 396 Broadvvay.
sensation, there Is some reason tx)
of politics.
be seen there at that time; Kirg Ed
"And the fortune of the French house agree with this refinement of the
ward of England. when prince of Wales
to-day exceeds ten milliards.
That sense of smelt. The odor of the honor
was a faithful riaitor
Although 1.11( means $2,000,000.000.
Imaginat
ion
bog- plant, or of the leaves of musk, and
gaming tables have been suppressed, at
gles at so huge a sum- it seems above all, the perfume of the sweetevening in the Baden Baden casino stll
merely an endless caravan of ciphers briar leaves, are among the most
bears a stamp of mundane brillIane
this 10.000,000,000 of French money. "clean" and refreshing in all the catewhich does no injustice to the tradition,
They own or control all the precious gory of sweet scents.
of the past.
metals, the prime materials, mines.
credit, the Bank of France. all the
Couldn't Find It.
Tyrant Orchid.
means of transpor-, both railways and
The neighbors having dropped in it
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
-A veritable slave driver among wzterways—so far as the canal
system formally upon the Suthrons during th.
Flora's children is a certain little (trait( gees—next to the city, which
owns all evening, Mrs Suthron suggests that
(Homeopathist.)
called nodding ladies' tresses." re
putlic buildings, they are the greatest her husband will gather some tr!Et fron
.WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA. marked a budding botanist. "When th< owners of lands and houses in Parts— the mint bed in the garden, she will iti)
Office ao6 Broadway—Phone tse
busy bee knocks at her door and asks round the Arc de Triomphe.the Champs.
• 4pPER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
for them a genuine Kentucky Julep. Mr
Residence, 819 Broadway.
a
for breakfast Mrs. N. L. T— tells him Elyseea. the Bole de Boulogne.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
that/arc Butaron, who has indulged in a matte;
Phone tn.
to go to the basement door. Pe.esine Monceau, and, notably, the
Care du of seven or eight genuine Kent uck;
YOU.
town the raceme of blossoms, the bet- Nord. entire streets belong
to the Juleps prior to the arrival of the gusts
a length comes to the lowest and oldest Rotheehilds; their chateaux dot
the goes willingly in search of the desire,
etuttingitittg=========t112
flower. There she thrusts her tongue In provinces, In laud alone
they possess garnishment for the drink.
lie re
through the furrowed rostel and re- 400.000 acres."
For the next few days Wallpamains in the garden quite awhile ant
leases a miniature cargo of nectar. Hay
Architect and Superintendent.
finally the others go out to aseertait
per that is usually sold elsewhere
Mg taken to heart the lesson that 'beg
Making India Paper.
what Caused the delay.
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
itot Fraternity Building.
gars must not he choosers,' she goes at
The process by which India paper is
"Why don't you bring the mint in.
tsc pet roll.
once to the basement door of the next male is a secret known to but three dear?"
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone ja
his wife calls.
..Paper usually sold at toc we will '
member of this family and pays for an- living persons. When one dies another
From somewhere In the darknese
other sip of nectar by fertilieleg the Is let into the mystery. In this
sell for Sc.
PADUCAH,
KENTUCKY.
wa) comes the testy response:
:;orrfr with the pollen brought from tilt It bee been preserved ever since it
... Paper usually sold at Sc we wit/ ti‘
"Jane, I've eaten my way twice
was
other. And so she goes systematically ,invented by an oak*: In the Englisb Around
sell at sc.
this lot. I've chewed geranium
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificatis
f unconsciously benefiting this family of army. Other thin papers am made. leaves, grass,
catnip, tulips,onions,sage
We carry a largr an -I esenot-ie
Water and Oil Colors,
achid, which would disappear from the but India paper Is peculiar in that
and burdock, but blamed if I can find
line of Picture Fr n.
fr
see of the earth were It not for the feasts, print on one side does not show sprig of
Mottos and Calsn&rc
mint anywhere!"—PIttsburg
and Window Shades t•. Ail colors
t spreads for the industrious bee. Its through on the other.
Dispatch.
• noral seems to be:: 'If
A large kne of roof! .„ Ind tAiild
Framed right up to (tate in
minyou can't do your
ing papers, canvass and Licks.
,wn work, get some one to do it for
Science to the Fore.
utes time at the
Fore!
ion
•
We find intellect working not so
Here is a little golf story from tht
ttUntIMUMN=Utinttlitttel===
much in literature as in the domain of time of King James
I. Prince Henry
Loud Report.
Whine., which has brought forta dur- was about to
aallasnotway
drive off from the tee
Ida—It was her first beau and the first ing the last few years many strange end asked his
tutor to stand out of the
time she was ever kissed.
and wonderful discoveries. If we have way. The tutor did not
bear, and an
Derna--Oraelousl And did Rho keep not had the poems of a Keats or a attendant called
oot•
'Beware that
the kiss a soreeti
Shelley, we have had wireless tale- you hit not
Master Newton." Prince
"I should say not! She opened the graph, radlux X-rays and a number of
Henry drew back his hand, but ol,
1 3 Broathus.1•
403/
Weiteew so you could hear the smack I kindred
discoveries.--.London acaci- served
regretfully: "Had I done so I
a square."- -Chicago ,Dally News. _
pay.
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BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

I. J. Bleich,

224 Broadway
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PADUCAH, KY.

MORNING

Garden Hose,Nozzles,Sprinkling Sled*

FLOURNOY & REED *

ALBEN W. BARKLEY,

Don Gilberto

LAWYERS

THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.

'Leading Machine of the World

Hendrick, Miller
arb Marble

11.1. Rivers,

I

D.

DR. R. E. HEARNE

DON GILBERTO,

DR. ROBT.J. RIVERS

..Stea.Pm andLODotMBWateINrGItleatIIInu.
Moue 133.

Or. Childress

5 Broadway.

Dr. Sidney Smith

•

GREAT SALE

C. MAMBO SEARS, M. B.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.

WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway

cumin

0. D. Schmidt,

PADUCAH MliSif, SrORE

Jim Duffy
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COMPLETE

ANUFACTURING
Incorporated.

OMPANY

(
4011,1( Sash and
DLANT
%, Door House in r ADUCAH, KY. Owning their own Saw and
....Planing Mills and Dry Kiln
Having just added a HARDWOOD FLOORING Depart
mentswe are NOW MANU
Flooringtend matched, bored and kiln dried.
CTURING OAK, and BEECH .11
We are making especiFA
ally low prices on house bills.
GET OUR PRICES@ONO"TWIN" OAK/:
a AND BEECH HARDWOOD
FLOORING
BOTH PHONES 26
LET US FIGURE WITH YOU
.
_
438 South Second St.
+s-as
te
Mineral Water
the T.
Cheek Sr
wholesale
grocery.
We carry the most complete line +
PERSONAL NOTS.S.
:VIT. W. J. Humphrey, the Vienna
M Western Kentucky.
Special Ten Day's Sale
4.
RIVER RIPPLING.
Hunyadi Janos.
'
4 baker ,has gone to Lebanon, Ky.,
C.

ilIllrnINMIMMIEMD3Pu"-Z

Sou

•

EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICA
L CO.,

where he was called by the news
I S1--1.++++++1
1-/-t
that his mother, Mrs. Thomas Hum
We are offering a 20 year
phrey, was stricken suddenly with
Gold Fill-edC141114
ase,1114111
El 11111.1
)
71111111
veme1111111
A Seth Thomas $12.00
nt, 1.11.11
for Mgin
Mr. George Edwards has returned paralysis.
5.
Mantel Clock for
Roge
r's 1847 Knives and Fork
from Dixon Springs, Ill.
This afternoon at five o'clock
Mr. Bud Quarles went to Cairo
s, a set,
the
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoon
$
$73..4
°
55
Mr. Frank Hoover has returned yesterday to see about opening a sa- steamer Clyde leaves for the Tenness, a se t,
Genu
ine
,
see fiver. She comes back next
Roge
rs'
.75
Tabl
from sojourning at Dixon Springs. loon.
espo
ons,
a
Monset
Our entie line of Cut Glas
$1.50
Miss Bessie Stanfield has returned
Mr. A. J. Decker has gone to Lou- day night.
s at
Our Hand Painted China, fine 30 per cent. off of regular price.
Tomorrow night late the steamer
isville on business.
from visiting in Central City.
a s and line in the city,
off regular price—you must
see this line to estimate funs at so per cent.
Miss Louise Guthrie of Lincoln, Kentucky comes out of the Tennes- are
Miss Anna Webb has gone to Sky, the bargians we
offer
ing.
see river and lays until 5 o'clock
Neb., is the guest of Miss Fran
land, Va., to attend a house party.
Satces urday afte
A special reduction on ever
rnoon before departing on
y art icle in our store for to
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Foster and Terrell.
strictly for caab—
days only —
children have returned from visiting
Mr. Edward Buchanan, wife and her return that way.
Our
repa
is
must
give you satis faction.
This morning at 8 o'clock
in AbiSenes 'Kars., accompanied by child, of South Eighth, go to Mad
the
Eyes tested fret.
- steamer Dole
Fowler gets out for
Mrs. Foster's sister, Mrs. George isonville, Ky., today to visit.
Misses Harriett and Laura Sha Cairo and comes back tonight.
Hunter, of Indian Territofy.
w
The Joe Fowler conic in toda
Misses Nellie and Anna Meacham go to St. Louis today for a two
y
from
Evansville and departs immedimont
hs' visit.
Hopkinsville, are visiting Mrs. Gus
vs BROADWAY, GUT
HRIE'S OLD STAND.
Mr. Andrew Buchanan, of S. ately on her return.
Isogers of North Fourth.
J.
A. KONETZEA,
The
John
,S.
Houk
Loui
ins left yesterday
s will return home today after
JEWELER AND OUTICIAM
Miss India Lang has returned from
21 Years Experien
visiting in DeSoto, Mo., -and St. visiting his brother, Mr. Edward for Evansville and comes back toce.
morrow.
Buchanan, of South Eighth.
Louis.
The Reuben Dunbar will return
Hon. A. L. Wyzard, of IndianapoMr. John Dipple and wife have reto1POURNTH AND BROADWAY.
trned from- French Lick Springs, Ind. lis, Ind., arrived here yesterday and day from the Cumberland river.
The City of Saltillo is due
Mrs. John Niehaus and child have is at the Palmer. Ire is the former
out of
returned front visiting in Princeton. United States attornEy pf that place, the Tennessee river tomorrow night
Mrs. A. McKee and daughter of and one of Indiana's leading raw- hound back for St. Louis.
The City of Savannah will leav
DeSota, Mo.. are visiting Mrs. James yers.
e St.
Loui
s tomorrow and get here Friday
Miss Adah Braezhon will retu
M. Lang, of Clay street.
rn
WANTED—Bilious people to take
Misses Rosa and Carrie Runge have Friday from Chicago, where she has morning en route up to the Tennessee river.
been the past six weeks taki
Souks' Liver Capsules 25c. R. W. gone to Dawson to sojourn.
ng a
The Georgia Lee left Memphis
Mrs. Frank Burrow of North Sixth normal course at the Chicago univerWALKER & CO., Fifth and Broadyesterday. She gets here tome
way.
went to Golconda yesterday to visit. sity.
/TOW
bcund up to Cincinnati.
Miss Margaret Waller of Hend
Mr. Frank Miller is in Chattanooga,
erThe Peters Leet •got out of Cinc
arrived yesterday to visit Mrs.
FOR RENT—Eight-room
infather's death son,
resi- Tenn., where his
Accident, Life, Liability, St
—
nati
yesterday and leaving there 'todence in West End. All modern sailed him .
rieri
ry 'Mashes. of West Broadway.
eam Boilerday,
reac
hes this city. next Saturday
'conveniences. Apply to L. S. DuMiss Carrie Ewell has retu
Mrs. F. D. Reeder is visiting here
rned en route down
for Memphis.
Bois.
from Cerulean Springs.
from Chicago.
The steamboat men all feel
Mr. Hugh Long of Jackson stree
Misses Lucile and Beulah Perryman
elated
t, overthe fact that
.has gone
all
FOR RENT—Three story bric yesterday went to Hopk
the
river
s are
to
Owen
slio
ro
to visit.
insville, Ky.,
k
rrrsings considerably and lots of
building at IQ South Second, now to attend a hous
water
e party before re- - Mr. C. W. Morrison, the commis- is in prospect
occupied by Paducah
This will preemie Office Phone 369,
sion merchant, left yesterday
Distilleries turning home.
Residence Phone 726
to at- the possittlity of the
company.
larger boats 101A- _
u
nd
the
district Methodist confer- with
City Clerk Henry Bailey has re• a
draw
ing
fro
m
their
trades.
turned from sojourning at Dawson ence at Barlow.
•
The steamer Buttorff will he let
WANTED FOR U. S. ARM
Messrs. Fred and Edward Fost
off
Y— Springs.
the
ser
mari
ne
ways
tomo
rrow. she havAble-bodied unmarried men between
'Mir. Fred Gallmon left yesterday have returned from Murray and Ben. ing undergon
e considerable repairages of 21 and 35; citizens of
United for Bane's lake to join the fishing ton.
ing there. Just as soon as
States. of good character an temp
she 's
Miss Edna Hopkins has gone
e- party of Contractor Gus Lockwood
to off, the Chattanooga w 11 be pulled
rate habits, who can speak,
read and and others. Editor Claude Johnson Kuttawa to visit he rsister.
out, the latter gett
write English. For information
Miss Ortense Thurman of Sout day from Chattano ing here yesterap- of the Labor Journal, returned from
oga, Tenn.
h
ply to Recruiting Officer, New
Rich- there yesterday, he having been one Third, is sojourning at Dawson.
Ttre steamer Henry Harley left yesmond House, Paducah, Ky.
of theparty. The others reman the
Miss Halleen Yancey has
returned terday for Nashville to remain as she
balanee of the week.
from visiting in Murray.
is not needed in the low water trade
WANTED---Two white women
•Mir. Edward Ls .Hendricks of MadMrs. Robert L. Eley of
to
North out of here on account of the rapid
work at Model Steam Dye work
s, isonville, Ky., arrived in the city yes- Eighth is visiting in Herndon,
too South Third.
Ky. rise in the. streams.
OIFICE PHONE 414-a
terday and is at The Palmer. He
RES/DS:WE PHONE ps,
was formerly the revenue gauger here. +++++,•+++#4
1######••••.r.,
The Ozark Hotel.
WANTED — Second-hand
"111
11."
Mir. Fred McKnight the timber
iron
safe. State price and size in lette
•
At Crest; springs, Ms., will make
r. man of 'Henderson. is •n the city,
LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF
a rate of $to per week for the
Address aos Fourth street.
Mrs. S. W. Hodge and daughter
bal•
• ance of the season; The
• Miss Elsie, will retu
I. C. railrn
from
Littl
e
road will give reduced rates
LOST OR
STRAYED.—White Rode:. Ark., the last of
. The
this week.
bnlI tairrior bitch, qrw white
finest mud baths in the land at
'Mira Mary J. Nocmer of Statmt,
eye and
The
one brown eye, both ears cropped Vas will
Ozark, also hot, cold, vapor,
spra
-arrive today to y'sit Mrs.
y
—Th
e police have not yet caught and shower
answers to name of "Betsy," Find
baths.
er Oora C. Wolff of 1603 Monroe street. Gus Armstron
g
and Wfl:e Wisely
rewarded by returning to"Wi
MRS. HARKNESS. Proprietress.
Mrs. G. W Edward's and daughter the two
ram J
negroes charged With cutDiokie 516 Broadwar esw.-41
are 01 Dixon Spring's, Ill., for
. •
few ting the throat of Charles Laws
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No.
on
days.
12/
'colored, during the fight at Four
gt Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
Mims'Ethel Sights has returned from and Monr
oe
stree
3 Horst Power Motor.
ts Monday-night.
Nam=
The best coal in nettle at
viUeing; in Sprkrgfield
—Mr. R. M. Miles. 'the leathers Horse Power Motor.
The cheapest coat itt Pasfereah
Mrs. Harman Frazier and children worker,
TO THE ICTTIEM OF. ItAI
was able to be up last night.
s
Horse Power Motor.
Dtt•
and
Mrs. Tillie Cox and daughter of 'He suffered
CAH, KENTUCKY:
an attack of rertigo the
Hom
o Power Mot•r.
Martin, Tenn., will arm ve tomorrow night befo
HIGH OFFICIALS.
re while stand ng
I to Mons POW,' Motor.
We have completed arrangements CS)
'Fou
rth
visit Mks. W. E. laarkley of West and Broadway
t too Light Drown°.
whereby J'. E. Williamson & Co., of
.
Mm roe ,
—Mr. Pulliam of the Georgetown, Chicago Papers
Paducah, Ky.. have become the 1,1 Went*
Repo
rt
That
Man
y
'1dIrs W. 11. Miilen of Eddyville re- Ky., colkige Is in
(if your city for oar celebrated Gree
the city.
n turned borne yerday after visit
Changes Will rake Place.
—C6nductor A. L. Hopper has reing
River White si4gaabing Stone.
'her brother. Ttfj• Ned Baker.
sumed his passenger run between
Anyone desiring anythiog in CemMr.
Rinkliff will return to- this city and Centralia,
etery work, would do well to see J. day
The Chhcpgo papers say Gene
III., via
ral
from Sandusky. Ohio.
Brookport over the Illinois Central Manager 1. G. 'Rawer
E. Williamson & Co., and g ye this
121-133 North Fourth Street
of the T. C. has
Miss Lillie Mayes Sutherland re- railroad
material theft errndideration before
. He was detained in Cen- resigned and Atigtrit • resumes
forms-I yesterday from visiting in
kis
tralia last week by sickness.
placing their order.
former place of vice presiden
t and
Mayifield.
—The Woman's Foreign Mission general manager of ,the Balt
Very respectfully.
.more &
Mrs. M. S. Rayburn and children
Ohio
society of the Broadway Methodis
railroad. Harry MrCourt, now
F. J. SCHOLTZ & SON.
have returned from
t
v siting in Mem- cturch will meet
this afternoon at 4 superintendent of the southern 1.". C.
phis.
Lines succeeds Ream, while MicC
Almost every coal dealer claims
'Utwyer Cecil Reed was in Benton o'clock at the church.
ourt
his coal is the best but there is only yesterday
—Next Wednesday there starts at wIlbe succeeded by F. B. Harriman,
on business.
one coal that can prove it. The PittsProfessor W. II. Sugg and wife Mayfield the free carrier delivery of superirstendient of northern and western lines for the T. C. J.
mails in the city. There will be
• -,.burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both yesterday left
C. Dailey,
two supe
to
rintendent of the•Chicago divis
phones N. 3. James J. O'Donned, Mir. Lots's. Kolb visit in Madisonville. deliverymen,
Elmer
ion
Dugan and beco
and family have gone
mes superintendent of transpor
General Manager.
Thomas Cross.
to Dawson.
tatio
n
at the Windy City.
—Mr. Louiss Fetter yesterday reMir. Earl Joynes has gone to Nash
- ported
the loss of his bicycle -rn the
vile to efiter the telephone elect
rical
One lie reaches its hand to anot
school.
her..
—Fr
om the German.
" Miss Gertrude McGregor,
B ot h Phones No. 110•
of
203. 205 S. Tni
Princeton, is visiting her siste
r, Mrs.
W. R. Davis of Tennessee
street.
Miss Mary Jarvis, of Tren
ton,
Our delivery service is yours for Tenn., is visiting the family of Mr.
the asking—absoluteiv frce. Use it J. M. Yarbro, on Broad street.
early and often, or late if you wish
Dr. R. T. Earle of the railr
oad
—as late as to o'clock at night. hospital, has gone to Canada for
sevDon't hesitate to use it. We guar- eral weeks.
antee satisfaction. If the gads we
Mr. L. W. Bennett left this morn
send out don't suit you return them ing for Cincinnati. He is the
I. C.
immediately. Our goods are always train dispatcher.
vtorth the money to us.
Mr. G. J. Shephardson has
returnWe make haste.
ed from Oending ten days in
Chicago.
Mr. R. )7 Turnbull is in Louis
ville
•
on business.
Mrs. C. C. Covington has gone
to
Milan, Mo., for a month's visit
to
hoc mother.
Mrs. Harry Collins has
nwoRPoRATED.
returned
from visiting in Milwaukee.
Druggists
FElb and ENNA
Mr. Frank Cheek yestserday
went
to Nashville to accept a position
Both novas rig.
with
...new- •••••••••
•••••••11•MNIff
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gh
Apollinaris.
Mount Clement.
Abilene.
Heptal Splits.
Red Raven Splits.
Buffalo Lithia.
Pluto.
Pluto Concentrated.
West Baden.
Deerfield.
Bethesda.
Dawson and Dawson concentrated
by bottle or case. Dawson water in
bulk at 30c gallon. Will gladly order
-any water we do not have in stock.
Bring your prescriptions here.
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Eye-See Jewelry Co.

McPherson,s
Drug Store.

s For The
Subscribe
Register

WANTS

Abram L. Well & co
'
FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell Block.

J. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSUR.ANCE
116 Fraternity Building

We have on hand
For Sale:

-1

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

P. POOL,

L. 0. STEVENSON

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS

175 -PHONE -175
and do your drug shopping

NOTICE TO CONSUMERS OF COAL: Do not place

your fall orders too
soon. Wait for prices on our

TRADEWATER COAL

IT IS the BEST and price will be the ch
eapest
Coaldfor wagons:at:Elevator
_Bota Telephones 254.
Foot of

R. W. W kLKER & CO.,

OHIO

Street.

ssr

est Kentucky. Coal Co.

•c"
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